
-once upon a time in the city of Las Vegas- 

 

Becca; Hey guys! You're never going to guess what Joey and i 

did last night! 

 

Justin: had sex? 

 

Lance; Dear god sis settle down. 

 

Becca: No stupid! We snuck into this really hot nightclub. 

 

-Jc was messing with his hair. FLAMER!- 

 

Jc: why wasn't I invited?! 

 

Becca; we didn't want a double date again Jc. we'll take you next 

time. 

 

Lance; just be glad I won't tell mom and dad. 

 

Becca; Tell then and you're a dead man. 
 

Justin: come on Bass let loose 

 

-he was a big jock- 

 

-along with Chris- 



 

Lance; I just want my sister to be safe. Where is that big lug 

anyways? 

 

-Chris is listening to his iPod.- 

 

-Chris comes skidding up to them. they were outside in the court 

yard- 

 

-he takes out his ear phones- 

 

Becca: Hi Chris! -hugs him along with the others. she's done this 

to them sine kindergarten- 

 

Chris: hey, guess what? 

 

Becca; What what what? Tell me! -jumps up and down- 

 

Lance; No more candy for you- 

 

Chris: Levi Litteral is going to our school now 
 

Becca: OMG! -squeals like a fangirl- 

 

-he was famous himself, because he did make an album a year 

ago, thanks to backstreet- 

 



Chris: dude he's over they’re surrounded by all those chicks 

 

-they couldn't see him- 

 

Becca; Well that was nice hearing about now I'm bored. Lets go 

to class. 

 

-the bell rings- 

 

Lance; I'm surprised that joey and he have even been dating this 

long. Then again it would take a guy like him to hold her 

attention. 

 

-Levi is sitting down in the grass trying to avoid the crowd. the 

girls are shooed away- 

 

-Levi is able to stand. he is in jeans, a black long sleeve shirt and 

a leather jacket. his sunglasses are on and he is listening to his 

iPod- 

 

-Levi walks over tot he table- 
 

Inner Lance; He looks pretty good. 

 

Levi: any one know where......... 213 is? 

 

-he puts his iPod away- 



 

Lance; my first period class. Come on I'll show you. 

 

Levi: thanks 

 

inner Levi: thank god they are freaking out 

 

aren't 

 

-Lance leads Levi to the class room and shows him around- 

 

Levi: nice school. not as big as where I’m from 

 

-the world knows Levi to be damn well straight- 

 

Lance; this is one of the smaller schools in Vegas. It's for gifted 

high GPA kids. 

 

Levi: thanks for showing me around 

 

-Levi sits down in the front- 
 

Lance; No prob. -he sits two seats down- 

 

-class starts. Levi was in advanced math and science, but taking 

normal English and history- 

 



-he also was in band- 

 

-NOT in choir which shocks most of the girls in first period- 

 

-Lance had choir, AP science and math, normal history, English, 

and home economics 

 

-there were two choir classes, and the girls in first hated he 

wasn't in theirs- 

 

-second period comes along and ALL the guys and beck are in it- 

 

-they are wondering where Levi is- 

 

Becca; there you are Joey! -hugs- where were you? 

 

Becca; so where were you Joey? You missed first period. 

 

Joey: oh just skipping 

 

Joey: had some things to do ya know? 
 

Becca; Okay -kisses him on the cheek before going to her seat- 

 

Chris: where's Levi? thought he'd be in this class. was he in first 

period? 

 



Lance: Yeah he was. 

 

Chris: so he is in choir first period 

 

Lance: no he was in my first period, history 

 

Becca: Well either way it looks like he's not coming to second so 

why should we care? 

 

Chris: if he's not in choir where is he? 

 

Becca; Maybe the strings room? 

 

-the door opens and Levi is there- 

 

Levi: wait this isn't band. where is the band room? 

 

Levi: I feel lost 

 

Becca; Well speak of the devil. It's next to the choir room I'll 

show you there if you like. -she sounds bored- 
 

-a couple girls go googly eyed- 

 

inner Becca; really what’s the fuss? 

 

Levi: I can get there. 



 

-he leaves, going down the ramp to the band room- 

 

Becca; here's a map. -hands it to him- 

 

-he takes the map- 

 

Becca; -when he leaves-  I really don't understand why they're 

going gaga over him. 

 

inner Levi: at least someone is acting normal 

 

Girl: he is a celebrity. he released an album a year ago at age 15! 

he's wonderful 

 

Girl 2: I know everything about him. maybe he'll ask one of us to 

the dance coming up 

 

Becca; Just cause he talented and famous doesn’t make him 

anything to swoon over. 

 
Girl 3: yay! 

 

Becca; I'm going to sleep now this conversation is getting boring. 

 

lance; Becca did you take your meds? 

 



-the second bell rings for class to begin- 

 

Becca; Nope. ADHD all the oooh butterfly! 

 

-later that day- 

 

-Becca is screaming out be kind to your web-footed friends and 

Lance is looking mortified- 

 

Lance; Please Becca for the love of god just take your meds like 

your supposed to. 

 

-Levi comes down the hall, with guess how many people behind 

him?- 

 

Levi: I love web-footed animals, and people 

 

Becca; Like me! -hugs- 

 

Lance: Yes yes now get off! 

 
-Levi laughs and girls giggle. he groans continuing down the hall 

with them scurrying along- 

 

Lance; for crying out loud where is your boyfriend!? Latch onto 

him for pity's sake! Joey! 

 



Girl: do you listen to your dad’s music? they are so in now 

 

Levi: um... I like some of the songs by backstreet but not because 

my dads in it 

 

-the bell rings and he darts into his English class- 

 

-he sits down in the front corner- 

 

-far corner- 

 

Becca; breaks over back to work! 

 

-Becca has the class with her- 

 

Lance; freedom. 

 

-Becca still has her iPod in her ears- 

 

Becca: THE CTIY IS AT WAR PLAYTIME FOR THE YOUNG AND 

RICH! 
 

-Levi is tapping his fingers. once again.... many girl sits by him 

passing hi  notes- 

 

-except the hyped up Becca- 

 



Levi: leave me alone, I need to learn 

 

Girl" come on your so smart already 

 

Levi: no wonder I should be doing online. but I wanted a normal 

life! 

 

-Levi puts his head on the desk- 

 

Becca: BANG BANG SHOOT EM UO SHOOT EM UP YEAH! 

 

-the bell rings for class- 

 

Teacher; that will be all out of you miss Cerridwyn. 

 

Becca; SORRY TEACH! FORGOT MY MEDS TODAY! 

 

-Becca explodes into a loud giggle fit- 

 

-Levi laughs at how she's acting- 

 
-the girls laugh to- 

 

-beck thinks they are making fun of her- 

 

Girl:  I never though he'd go for the psycho bitch from hell type. 

 



-She shrinks back into her seat secretly in her mind plotting to 

burst into song again- 

 

-class starts- 

 

-lunch- 

 

-lunch- 

 

Lance; so you started screaming sound of music right there in 

the middle of class? 

 

Becca: Yup. Right in that mean girls ear. 

 

Jc: You show 'em girl. 

 

Justin: dork, wish I was there 

 

-Chris is humming some song he's had stuck in his head for a 

while- 

 
Justin: I learned I have science with the new boy. the girls were 

surrounding him all throughout and he looked annoyed. thought 

he'd be happy 

 

Justin: god knows I would be 

 



Becca; if I were him I'd hate having all those flakes around me. 

I’d probably die of suffocation due to the toxins in the air that 

they emit. You know that mustard gas they call perfume/ body 

spray? 

 

Jc: wow.................. your are in need of serious pills girl 

 

Lance: And I live with her. 

 

-suddenly many girls begin to scream- 

 

Lance; And you guy think Chris is bad when he's on caffeine. 

Dear god what are they screaming about now? 

 

Levi: LEAVE ME THE HELL ALONE DAMN IT! 

 

-Levi runs outside- 

 

Lance; and now we know. 

 

-and the girls run after him- 
 

Jc: I still wonder how all these girls made it into this school 

 

Becca; Okay this is holding my attention. Lets watch from a 

distance! 

 



Chris; Daddy's money that’s how. 

 

-the girls keep screaming running off, but Levi is able to get back 

into the school. many guys are glaring- 

 

Levi: what, no pussy action? 

 

-he goes into the kitchen, starving- 

 

Becca; get me chocolate big brother! 

 

Joey: Sweetheart that's the last thing you need. Here's your 

meds. -hands her a bottle of pills- your mom called me and asked 

me to give these to you. 

 

-Levi comes out of the kitchen with his food. the girls still 

haven't come back in- 

 

-Levi walks over to their table- 

 

Levi: um... mind if I sit here? if the chicks come back in they 
might not notice 

 

Becca; Hi person-ooh shiny! -goes to grab penny- 

 

Joey; sure. ignore her. she needs to take her meds. 

 



-Levi sits down and starts to eat- 

 

-Joey grabs Becca and makes her take her Pill while Chris 

watches. He's still humming the song- 

 

Becca; you know this thing isn't going to take effect for at least 

an hour? 

 

joey: I know I just want you calm. I think a lot of us want you 

calm. 

 

-Levi watches them- 

 

Justin: hi I’m Justin. we have science together, if you remember 

 

Inner Chris; I wish she'd look at me that way. 

 

Levi: I saw you, hi I’m Levi 

 

-Lance shows up- 

 
Lance: I'm lance. the guy over there is Chris and the girl is my 

sister Becca. usually Chris is the hyper one but I think they've 

switched brains for the day.  

 

Levi: hi 

 



Becca; we're usually both like this but unlike him I'm insane! 

 

-the girls come inside- 

 

joey: I'm joey. 

 

Girl: where did he go? 

 

-Levi slams his head to the table covering it with his arms- 

 

-the guys and girl move places so tat the girls can't see him they 

just pass them by without a second glance- 

 

Levi: *muffled* are they gone? 

 

Lance; Yeah. I think they gave up. 

 

-Levi lifts his head- 

 

Levi: thank you 

 
Chris; No prob. 

 

Jc: Forgot to introduce myself. I'm Jc. 

 

Levi: it really wasn't like this at LA, just a lot of dates 

 



Levi: his Jc, I’m Levi 

 

Jc; Believe me sweetheart Las Vegas is a hell of a lot different. 

the girls here are total psychos. just look at our Becca here. 

 

Levi: I’ve noticed. 

 

Lance; isn't living with an adhd sibling wonderful? -his voice 

oozing with sarcasm- 

 

Levi: she seems nice to me 

 

Lance; She's not naive. She's just free spirited and gets bored 

easily. she's actually the top student here. 

 

Levi: that’s cool. so you’re in choir? 

 

Lance; In other words she's an eccentric genius. And yes I’m in 

choir. 

 

Levi: yeah I’ve been lost a little all day today 
 

Jc: We’ve noticed Hun. 

 

Levi: band room is big though 

 

Lance; Yeah. It's almost unfair. 



 

-Levi seems really shy- 

 

Jc; Hey Levi. Maybe if we can get you away from the fangirls 

after school....perhaps you’d like to come over to our hang out? 

We usually hang in Lance and Becca's basement. 

 

-Levi stares at his juice- 

 

Levi: I’d like that. only place I’m use to here is the city 

 

Lance; There's not much for teens to do in the strip I'm afraid. 

Unless you're Joey and Becca who can get their hands only 

anything even get fake ids. 

 

Levi: *laugh* my mother would kill me if I did that. most people 

just let me in anyways 

 

Becca; Big brother I want coffee! -she says this in a mock whine- 

 

Levi: *laugh* are you able to say no to her? 
 

Becca; Pweeeese? 

 

Joey; not when she makes that face. 

 

-He kisses her on the cheek- 



 

Chris: Excuse me for a moment everyone. 

 

-Chris heads off to the bathroom- 

 

Chris; Rick Springfield you have read my mind. Only this time 

it's not Jesse's girl but Joey's girl that I want. 

 

Levi: what’s wrong with him? 

 

Joey: I'm kind of worried about Chris. It may be just me but he's 

been acting kind of distant lately. 

 

Lance; Probably just worried about his mom. Or something else. 

 

Levi: what’s wrong with his mom? 

 

Joey; We've known each other for years though. if he was 

having problems he would have told me. 

 

Justin; His mom is really sick. So he has to take care of her and 
his sisters. 

 

Levi: doesn't have a dad does he? 

 

Lance: if he did he never told us about him. 

 



Levi: how many sisters? 

 

Becca; We've known each other sine kindergarten so we kind of 

know a lot about each other. 

 

Justin: Four. He's the oldest. 

 

Levi: oh my god I wish there was something I could do to help. 

where do they live? 

 

Lance; Currently in an apartment building above the minimart 

across the street. 

 

-Levi nearly spit his juice all over the table- 

 

Jc: That about sums up our reaction at first. 

 

Levi: man I never knew lives could be that horrible. 

 

Lance; he's been through worse. he's trying to get the best job he 

can so he can take care of them. The doctors are saying she'll get 
better soon but until that happens Chris is the one taking care of 

them all. 

 

-Chris returns- 

 

Chris; Hey guys. has Becca settled won yet/ 



 

Joey: Yeah she's calm now. 

 

Levi: I’ve got to go now guys. I’ll meet you outside the school 

after wards okay? 

 

-everyone: later. 

 

-after school- 

 

 

Man: come on child you can get his autograph later! 

 

Girl: fine 

 

-girls start to get into their daddy's big trucks and drive away. 

Levi feels like his hand is about to fall off- 

 

Levi: do I have to get a body guard or something? 

 

-a car pull sup and its his dad- 
 

Levi: hey dad 

 

-he shakes out his hand- 

 

Brian: hey kid. how was your first day? 



 

Levi: scary. girls couldn't leave me alone. but I met some really 

cool people that seemed cool about me 

 

Levi: I seemed like a new kid instead of a celebrity around them 

 

Brian: that’s really good son 

 

-he pats his back- 

 

Levi: I’m meeting them out here and I’m going to go to one of 

their houses. mind if I take the car to school tomorrow? 

 

Brian: sure if you don't crash 

 

Levi: I’ll be daddy's little angel 

 

Brian: that’s for girls, not guys 

 

Levi: I’m your only child though 

 
Brian: not for long 

 

-brain gets into the car, waving to him- 

 

Levi: wait what do you mean by that?! 

 



-brain drives off- 

 

Levi: dad is mom pregnant?! she can't be she's too dang old! 

 

Brian: see ya tonight boy 

 

-Levi stares at the retreating car dumbfounded- 

 

Levi: I’m gonna be a big brother or is my dad being weird again? 

 

-Levi sits down against a pillar- 

 

Chris: There ya are. 

 

-Levi likes writing songs and has a good voice. so he wrote and 

recorded because his dad and second cousin helped him out. he 

released the album for fun and now he was huge. he never was 

in choir, only in band. he is very good at the piano and bass 

clarinet. he heard at this school pep band allows bass clarinet- 

 

Levi: hey 
 

-he seems dumbfounded rubbing his wrist- 

 

Chris: You okay? 

 

-Levi is also very talented at sight reading- 



 

Levi: um... I signed a bazillion autographs so the chicks would 

leave me alone, and my dad is playing with my head or I’m going 

to be a big brother 

 

Chris: Wow. 

 

-Levi looks up at him- 

 

Levi: my mom is too old! she like 38 almost 

 

Chris: Anyways I was gonna go lead you to Lance and Becca's 

place. 

 

Levi; and so is he 

 

-Levi stand up fixing his shoulder bag- 

 

Chris: That ain't to old trust me. 

 

Levi: still. oaky shall we go? 
 

Chris: And we're off. 

 

-they walks to their place- 

 

Levi: so Becca and Lance are siblings? don't really look alike 



 

Chris: Step sibs. His mom married her dad. Her dad is a widower 

and his mom was divorced. but they consider each other siblings 

since they were both babies when their parents got married. 

 

Levi: ahh. grew up together. 

 

Chris; Lance is only nine months older but he acts three years 

older. 

 

Levi: how'd you all meet? 

 

Levi: and end up in this school? 

 

Chris; We all went to the same kindergarten. Becca fell off the 

slide and was crying and some Bullies were picking on her. Well 

Lance played the hero and tried to fight them off. Meanwhile Jc 

helps her to her feet and joey is beating the bullies up and I'm 

sitting there not knowing what to do. later she starts crying 

again cause she broke the yellow crayon and I gave her some of 

my snack to cheer her up. We ended up trading lunches together 
and we became friends from there. And as for how we got into 

the same high school. Well Becca and lance are upper 

middleclass and have good grades. Jc and Justin are pretty 

smart too and have some money involved as well. And I’m there 

purely on grades. Joey and I have been buds all our lives and 

we're both in varsity football. Justin and Jc are basket ball 



junkies. Though Jc is the last person you'd expect to find on a 

sports team. He's a total flamer. Becca's on the track team. She's 

hyper enough that she could outrun all of us. 

 

Levi: eheh, I’m gonna be on track too. I’m also in cross country 

but with the move I have to wait till next year. I’m really good at 

running, and I love running long distances. 

 

Levi: I’m glad that track isn't during pep band season 

 

Levi: that means I’m going to be at all your games huh? 

 

Chris: I guess that means Becca will have someone to play tag 

with then. 

 

Chris; I guess. 

 

Levi: and with how the teacher explain it, I’m going to make it to 

all the games we are playing at for basketball. 

 

Levi: did you think I was in choir? 
 

Chris; I don't really care about celeb life. I didn't really know 

about you until today. But I guess it would make sense. 

 

Levi: you see, I really like writing music and playing it on the 

piano. so my dad and cousin said is should record it and put it on 



CD. when I did that, my mom and the rest of the b-boys said to 

just make an album out of it. I did and look where I am now! 

 

Levi: before that I just liked play bass clarinet and running 

 

Chris: Cool. Jc does some song writing and I kind of do music. 

 

Levi: still do it, but it gets in people magazine now 

 

Levi: we can write stuff together. don't worry I wont make it go 

on an album. planning on not doing that for years to come. want 

to get my phycology degree and write a book. 

 

Levi: maybe write an album for fun 

 

Chris: I don’t think i'll be making any real stuff. half of my songs 

are old poems from middle school English. 

 

Levi: whatever works. I wrote a song from the stuff I find on 

bathroom walls! 

 
-Levi blushes- 

 

Levi: oaky little too much? 

 

Chris: whatever works I guess. 

 



Chris: And we're here. -stops in front of a house in a fancy 

looking suburb- 

 

Levi: I’m not use to actually hanging out with people who don't 

care I’m world wide known 

 

Levi: its actually nice, just like before the album 

 

Chris; I'm not used to hanging with a guy who's been around the 

world and back. 

 

Levi: damn nice house. I live out in the hills 

 

-the door opens and Becca leaps out glomping Chris who 

staggers back- 

 

Levi: most of it is from following my dad. lots of touring during 

the summer 

 

Becca: YOU'RE FINALLY HERE! 

 
Levi: hi beck. is it okay if I call you beck? I can call you rebecca 

or Becca 

 

Becca; I don't care as long as it's not Becky. 

 

Levi: beck it is then 



 

Becca; Come on in guys. -gets off Chris- We were playing ddr. 

 

Becca; Stacy's over. 

 

Levi: who? 

 

Becca; Lance's older sister. She graduated highschool when we 

were in third grade. 

 

Becca; Lance's older sister. She's in college. 

 

Levi ahh 

 

-they head inside and Levi covers his ears at sudden screaming- 

 

Stacy: god damn it lance! 

 

Becca; lance won again. 

 

-they go intot eh basement- 
 

Stacy: god you suck ya knowthat? and you say you can't - stacy 

stops staring at Levi- 

 

Becca; You freak out you get tossed out of the basement for all 

eternity! 



 

Levi: hi guys. you have a nice home 

 

Lance; Thanks. 

 

-Levi stares back at her- 

 

Stacy: Thanks. 

 

-she goes and sits down- 

 

Stacy: omg is it really him? 

 

lance; yes now remeber no freaking out. we came here to relax 

not have to deal with screams. 

 

Levi: Hi I’m Levi 

 

-he holds out his hand to her- 

 

Stacy; Nice to meet you. -shakes his hand- Stacy. 
 

Levi: nice name 

 

-Levi puts his bag in the coner- 

 

lance: You want a turn? 



 

Levi: can I just sits outa nd watch you guys dance? I suck 

 

Lance; We all do. Come on get up here. 

 

Levi: uh-uh 

 

-Becca goes over to Joey and gets in his lap. He' eating a cookie 

and has crumbs on his face that she licks off- 

 

lance: Suit yourself. Chris? 

 

Chris; No thanks. 

 

inner Chris: Why me god?  

 

lance; Jc? 

 

Jc: Gladly. -gets up and sets the song- 

 

Levi: heh they have backstreet boys on this one 
 

-he laughs- 

 

Jc; that one's really easy. 

 

Levi: the really easy ones are really ahrd for me 



 

Jc; -he's talking while dancing.- even on beginner mode? 

 

Levi: I’m that bad. I’ve gotten teased for how bad I am 

 

Jc: nobodies perfect. 

 

Levi: and by professionals nonetheless 

 

Levi: I can slow doance pretty damn good 

 

Joey: I bet. -goes back to makeing out with Becca while Chirs 

watches out of the corner of his eye- 

 

-Levi sits there quietly staring att eh floor. he srot of doesn't feel 

welecome- 

 

-he wonders if he should just head home- 

 

-Becca sees this and goes overto him- 

 
Becca; Can I get you anything? Water? Snack? 

 

Levi: um... what kind of snacks? 

 

Becca: You name it we've got it. 

 



Levi: I like cookies 

 

Becca: what kind you want/ 

 

Levi: chocolate's good 

 

Becca; i'll beright back. 

 

-she's back a minute later with a tom of cookies- 

 

Levi: my mom made them all the time when I was growing up. 

she spoiled me with chocolate 

 

Becca; lucky dog. 

 

Levi: my dad jokes that is she didn't feed me so much suger I 

wouldn't be a big runner 

 

Lance; You have no room to complain Becca. Yo ugot spoiled on 

cupcakes and gummy bears. 

 
Becca: You run? 

 

Levi: cross contry and track. I have to wait till next year for 

cross country though because of the move 

 

Becca: Poopy. I was hopeing we could train together. 



 

Lance; She's been looking for a training partner for months. 

 

Levi: cross contry and track. I have to wait till next year for 

cross country though because of the move 

 

Becca: Wanna train together? 

 

Levi: mkay. what do you do in track? 

 

Becca: short and long distance running. Sped type type stuff. 

 

Levi: long jump and the long and short ditance. I might just to 

the thing where you runa nd have to jump over stuff 

 

Becca; Okay. 

 

-make the long jump thing to pullvalt- 

 

Becca; So whatcha think/ 

 
Joey: Please man! Keep her entertained! 

 

Levi: why not? my place has a big trail we can run on 

 

Becca: Awesome! 

 



Levi: have to sceduale around pep band though 

 

Becca; That's okay. I needto schedule around ap english stuff 

too. 

 

Joey; don't you have regualr english Becca? 

 

Becca: I took a regular english class as an elective cause I was 

bored. 

 

Levi: wow................... 

 

-Levi looks att he floor again- 

 

Becca; What's wrong? 

 

Levi: I like staring at floors I guess 

 

Becca: Oh. 

 

Levi: I’m just not use to all of this. in LA everyone was dragging 
me arounda nd just wanted to hang out with me because of the 

damn celebrity thing. and now................  

 

Jc; You're getting used to being treaed like a normal person 

aren't you? 

 



Levi: its been a year 

 

Levi: one of the reasons we moved so I could just..... start over 

 

Lance; It's okay man. Just be yourself here. 

 

Levi: heh that mgiht worry you 

 

Joey: We don't care what you do we just want you to be who you 

are. 

 

Becca: You don't do drug do you? 

 

Levi: I make a lot of jokes and make funny faces and sounds....... 

and am a giant pervert 

 

Joey: You'll fit right in. 

 

Justin; Welcome to the group man. 

 

Levi: thanks 
 

Joey; Finally someone I can share my porn with! 

 

-Levi nods slowly stareing at the ground again- 

 

Levi: totally 



 

inner Levi: this is going to be interesting 

 

-a few hours of talking video game playing and snack scarfing 

later It's time for everyone to go home. They all start going. 

Becca and Joey have aquick makeout session before Joey 

leaves- 

 

-Levi calls up his parents but no one answers- 

 

Levi: dman it. I am definitly taking the car tomorrow 

 

Levi: they must be out 

 

Joey: Need a ride man? 

 

Levi: can you? 

 

joey: Sure. come on. -turns to Becca.- Bye baby! 

 

Becca; Bye! 
 

-Levi walks over to jory- 

 

joey 

 

Joey: Lets go. leads Levi to the car. 



 

-htey get in and Levi points out to the hills- 

 

Levi: so....... how long have you dated beck? 

 

Joey: Okay. 

 

Joey: We've just started going out. thsi summer actually. I've 

always kind of had a crush on her. and It wasn't uitl now tht I 

got the guts to ask her out. 

 

Levi: seems serious. it looks like Chris likes her too 

 

joey; You were talking to Chris earlier weren't you? Can yo 

ukeep an eye on him okay/ I'm kind of worried about him.  

 

Joey: I guess you could say e're serious. 

 

Levi: well I just could see Chris watching you guys a lot 

 

Joey; He's always been protective of her.  
 

Levi: seems that he really likes her but is such good friends with 

you he doesnt want to say anything 

 

joey: I just wish he'd be a little more forward. 

 



Joey: Ultimately thogu it's up to Becca. 

 

Levi: my opinion though. turn left right up here 

 

joey: Okay. -turns.- and here we are. 

 

-its is a really big gatea nd really big yard surrounded by trees 

and a big draviway leaning to a big mantion- 

 

joey: nice place. 

 

Levi: yep. see ya later man 

 

Joey: Later/ 

 

-Levi gets out and goes up to the gate punching in a code- 

 

-the gate opens and Levi walks in waveing as joey drives away- 

 

Levi: I’m home! 

 
-he goes intot eh kitche where his apretns are talking- 

 

Levi: be glad I got a ride. why didn't you pick up? 

 

Mom: Oh sorry sweetie. 

 



Levi: uh-huh 

 

-he gets a glass of water- 

 

Levi: okay so what’s the scoop 

 

Mom: Well you see your father and I had to go to the obgyn to 

check some things out. 

 

Levi: oh dear god dad wasn't joking was her? 

 

-Levi pouts- 

 

Mom: You're not acting jelous are you? 

 

Levi: your too old to be knocked up 

 

Levi: I thought at this age dad went sterile or something 

 

mom: Quite the contrary.  

 
Mom: So you're saying I shouln't be allowed to have a baby? 

 

Levi: that’s not it.......... its just, I’m going to be a very big brother 

 

Levi: when is the kid due 

 



Brian: You won't be the first. 

 

Mom: April 

 

Levi: great 

 

-Levi sits down at the bar and drinks his water- 

 

Levi: how far are you long, my brain is tired 

 

Mom ;About two months. Don't worry you'l be a great big 

brother. 

 

Levi: when do you find out if it sticks out or goes in? 

 

Mom: It's a girl. 

 

-Levi hits his head on the table a few times- 

 

Brian; Something wrong with that? 

 
Levi: 'big brother will you play dress upw ith me?' 'big brother 

come play dolls' 'big brother come to my tea party' 

 

-he mocks a little girls voice- 

 

Mom: She could turn into a little tomboy you know. and besides 



bytthetime that happens you'll be in college. 

 

Levi: yeah but i'll still have a phone so she'll call me like crazy 

and then there are vacations 

 

Brian: How can a baby use a phone. And you odn't have to play 

with her if you don't want. You're getting worked up over the 

unkown. 

 

Levi: does backstreet know? 

 

-Levi rests his head in his ahnds- 

 

Brain: Yup 

 

Mom: come here sweetie 

 

-Levi suffles over to her. she wraps her arms around him- 

 

Mom: no matter what your always gonna be my baby boy. you'll 

like her, just its gonna take a while to get use to it 
 

Levi: just don't send me at two int eh moring to get you ice 

creama dn I’m fine. just because I can drive doesn't mean I’m 

gonna play messenger 

 

-Levi rests his head on ehr shoulder- 



 

mom; so how was school? 

 

Levi: too many girls 

 

Levi: who don't have a brain to save their life and this is a really 

samrt school 

 

Mom: That might be problematic. 

 

Mom; did you meet any girls with a brian? 

 

Mom: Anyone with a brian for that matter/ 

 

Levi: one, but she's taken. I was at ehr and her brothers house 

with four other guys. 

 

mom: That sounds like fun. See. you're makeing friends already. 

 

Levi: they are all inteliegent and don't give a flip I’m a 'celebrity' 

 
-Levi picks his head up- 

 

Mom: That's wonderful honey/ 

 

Levi: yeah. still wondering if I need to hire a body gaurd for a 

few weeks. 



 

Mom: I wouldn't worry about that too much kiddo. They'll get 

over it eventually. 

 

Levi: oha nd I have a sceduale for all these upcoming football 

games I have to be at for pep band. a lot of people are shoked to 

hear I’m not I choir! 

 

Brian; They'll just have to get used to that wont they. 

 

-he puts this piece of paper on the fridge- 

 

Brian; You'll be pretty busy. 

 

Levi: i'll beat anyone who pisses me off with me bass clarinet 

 

Brian: I can see the headlines already. 

 

-Levi walks towards the living room- 

 

Levi: um... mom? dad? 
 

Parnets: Yes? 

 

-Levi hesitates, wondering if he should tell them- 

 

Levi: nevermind. I’m gonna be in the room if you need me 



 

Parents: Okay. 

 

inner Levi: I’m not even sure about ti myself 

 

-the next day- 

 

Becca; Another day another song to burst into. 

 

Levi: another day another song to learn 

 

-Becca is outside his car. he gets out and follows her inside- 

 

-Joey and Chris are talking inside- 

 

Levi: can I ask you a question beck? 

 

Becca: Yeah? 

 

Levi: was is everyone sexual oriontaion? its just something I 

want to know 
 

Levi: you don't have to tell me 

 

Becca: Well I think I'm bi. I could go either way. Big brother and 

Jc are both gay. Jc is a total flamer. Chris I think might be bi but 

if not then he's straight but Joey is as straight as a person can 



get. 

 

Levi: mkay 

 

Becca; Why? 

 

Levi: just clarrify what I seemed to already know 

 

-later that weekend Levi invited everyone oever to his house- 

 

Chris: Nice place. Swanky 

 

Joey: I 

 

Joey:I'll say. 

 

Becca; I need coffee. 

 

justin: Pickles! 

 

-Levi opesn the front door waving at them- 
 

Chris: Hey man! 

 

Lance; Hey Levi! 

 

Levi: hey guys. welecome to my palace 



 

Jc; Thanks for having us over doll. 

 

Levi: my parents are the ones who watned to meet you reakky 

 

-her dad ad mom pop their head up behind him- 

 

Becca; Hi Levi's mom and dad! 

 

lance; Hi. 

 

Justin: Hey there. 

 

Joey: Hello. 

 

Chris: Hi. 

 

Levi: shall I show you around? 

 

Jc;  

Sure. 
 

-Levi leads them around the house- 

 

-they stop in the kitchen- 

 

Becca; Ooh! Expresso machine! 



 

Levi: want one? 

 

Lance/Joey/Jc: NO! NO CAFFINE FOR YOU! 

 

Levi: come on I’m bad too 

 

Becca; yes! 

 

-he fixes some for everyone- 

 

Lance; fine. 

 

-Becca chugs hers and she and Chris end up running in circles in 

the kitchen- 

 

Becca: espresso nummy. 

 

Levi: yes very 

 

-once again, Levi didn't know what he should do- 
 

Lance: So much for sleeping tonight. 

 

Becca: Can we see the trail outide your house? 

 

-Levi stares at his coffee- 



 

Levi: yeah 

 

-he sets his coffee down- 

 

Becca: YAYA! 

 

Levi: follow me 

 

Lance: Yes please. 

 

-Becca follows him- 

 

-they go throuhg the back door in the dining room. there was a 

big ass pool in the back 

 

-the others try to catch up to her- 

 

Joey: Nice pool. You on a swim team? 

 

Becca: Less talk more trail1 
 

Chris: Yes! Trail1 

 

Levi: I could be 

 

-past the poll is a lawn and past the lawn are lots and lots of 



trees high in the hill. there is a trial leading into it- 

 

Levi: warning, this trial is about three miles 

 

Levi: lots of hill. I like taking my bike through 

 

Becca: Kick ass 

 

Levi: it takes a loop throught he hills and comes back over their 

 

Becca: Cool. I love running uphill. 

 

-he points to the tiny trial coming out of the trees by the pool- 

 

Levi; do you want to go on it? some of you look like you might 

die half way in 

 

Levi: no offence 

 

Becca: I wanna go! 

 
Lance; Sure. we need to get the caffeine out of her system. 

 

Levi: okay, we might want to get a few things cause if you guys 

trip someones going to have to help the boo-boos 

 

-Levi jogs inside, later coming out iwth some bags- 



 

Becca; okay boyscout. 

 

Levi: I can't help it okay? 

 

-gives everyone a bag- 

 

Becca: Oh bandaids! 

 

Levi: insides some snacks and water and first ai kit 

 

Chris: Cool. 

 

Jc: cool. 

 

Joey: Lets go. 

 

-Becca takes off- 

 

Joey: Get back here! 

 
Levi: oh boy 

 

-Levi walks in and the others follow- 

 

Levi: if we go slow, the hike will be about two hours 

 



-They can hear Becca running off in the distance- 

 

Levi: I can get throuhg in an hour on my bike 

 

Levi: when we moved here it was the first thing I explored. my 

mom and dad have to go through and fill some pot holes and 

ditches because I nearly flew off my bike 

 

Lance; Something tells me that Becca will want to be coming 

over every day. 

 

Joey: I'm just waiting for her to trip. 

 

Levi: there is this one spot up ahead that is very slippery, its 

sort of a........... 

 

-a loud scream is heard- 

 

Levi: cliff 

 

Jc: Crap. 
 

-Levi takes off- 

 

Joey; BECCA! 

 

-runs off- 



 

-when they get there beck is trying to hold on. she fell of the cliff 

and is holding onto a branch- 

 

Chris: HANG ON! 

 

Lance: Becca! 

 

Levi: ah shit 

 

Becca: Crap! 

 

-Levi digs throuhg his bag finding some rope. he get a clip on one 

end and send it down- 

 

Levi: clip it onto your jeans and hold on! 

 

Becca: Okay. -clips onto belt loop and gets up- 

 

Levi: guys hold onto the rope. on a count of three let goa nd we'll 

pull you up 
 

-beck's pretty far down- 

 

-the guys hold onto the rope- 

 

Levi: one two three! 



 

Becca; Remind me to bring climbing gear next time! 

 

Chris: Just hang on! 

 

-they pull more- 

 

-Levi grabs her hand and lifts her over the cliff- 

 

Levi:a re you oaky, any sprins or something? 

 

Joey: You okay? 

 

-thye were a mile in already- 

 

-Levi sets her on the ground and starts to work on her ankle 

carfully- 

 

-and he cleans up her shin placing a bandage on it- 

 

Joey; You're bleeding? 
 

Levi: really, next time don't run off 

 

Chris; Please be careful Becca. 

 

-Levi helps her to her feet- 



 

Levi: get on my back were gonna head on home 

 

Lance: Big brother won't be able to help you all the time. 

 

Becca: Okay. 

 

-she gets on his back- 

 

Levi: lets go 

 

-They walk back- 

 

-they start down the hill and Levi holds tightly to ehr legs- 

 

-once they get back ontot he lawn his dad is right there- 

 

Chris; Hey. 

 

Brian: heard the screaming and nearly came in for ya 

 
Becca; Taht was me. 

 

Levi: she fell off the cliff and twisted her ankle 

 

Becca: I can walk you know. 

 



Levi: already took care of everythng but she should get in x-

rayed just in case 

 

Levi: who knows how bad it is 

 

-he puts her back on the ground blushing a bit- 

 

Joey: I'll drive her. 

 

Becca; Thanks Joey. 

 

-Becca tries to walk but falls over winceing in pain- 

 

Levi: I’ll get you to your car 

 

-Levi gets her on his abck againa nd puts her in the car they 

came in- 

 

-the others get in the car too- 

 

Chris; Seriously Becca you're too reckless. 
 

Levi: sorry beck I should have warned you a bit more about it 

 

Becca; It's okay. 

 

-he felt bad- 



 

Levi: no really its my fault. its dangeruos and we ahv eto put up 

a fence or something 

 

Levi: we should have not gone of the trail at all 

 

Levi: you should get her to the docs 

 

Becca; it was fun though. 

 

Joey: we'll get there. Chris call Becca's dad He'll want to know 

where we are. 

 

-Levi runs intot he house. brian leans over and looks in the 

driver window- 

 

Brian: levi's a little........... shy 

 

Jc: We noticed. 

 

Justin; He does seem a little quiet. 
 

Brian: he's not use to having friends who share what he's into 

 

Jc: We love having him around. He's a total doll. 

 

Becca: He's a nice guy. 



 

Brian: heh, just wait till you get to know him better 

 

Joey; He told us he's a perv so he should fit in with the guys. 

 

Brain: perv is the least of it all 

 

-brain sstands up- 

 

Brian: have a safe drive and I’ll see ya later 

 

Chris; We don't care as long as he's himself. See ya. -they drive 

off- 

 

-the next day- 

 

-everyone is sitting at their table when Becca and lance come in. 

Becca's leg is in a cast and she's on krutches- 

 

Becca; My first broken bones! I feel so special! 

 
Justin; You're being really optimistic about thsi Becca. 

 

-Levi walks inn the doors, sees Becca and runs to the library- 

 

Jc; well you shouldbe off the cast by spring so you'll be fine. 

 



Levi: damn it damn it damn it! 

 

Becca; Hi Levi...Where are you going? 

 

-he gets to the library and sits at a table- 

 

-Jc goes over to the library- 

 

-lots of girls swarm him and just start talking to each other- 

 

Jc: Out of the way ladies. man to man talk happening here!-the 

girls leave- 

 

Jc; WHats wrong? 

 

Jc: You know it's not your falut. 

 

Levi: yeah it is 

 

-he puts his head on the table- 

 
Jc: You don't know Becca. Even if you had warned her a million 

times she would have fallen. She's just reckless like that. 

 

Levi: I could have NOT let you guys on the trail. I was reckless 

ofr thinking it be fine when in the end all of you could have 

fallen 



 

Jc: We probably wouldn't have gone but Becca would have gone 

anyways. Belive me she listens to no one. 

 

-Levi sighs- 

 

Levi: I have so much going on in my life right now I should have 

not............. uhg 

 

-he covers his head with his arms- 

 

Jc: You can't beat yourself up. If you need someone to talk to I’m 

right here. I'll leave you alone for a bit. But trust me when I say 

that it's not your falut. -he leaves- 

 

inner Levi: my mom's prego I’m in a new school girls won't leave 

me alone I broke some chicks leg.............. and I think I’m 

bisexual 

 

Jc; If it makes you feel better this isn't the first time Becca's 

gotten herself hurt. you should have seen the ime she jumped off 
my roof. That was rich. 

 

Jc; Now ladies please give your idol some space! The man's 

going through some stuff right now and if you were good fans 

you'd leave him alone! -the girls leave. they know not to argue 

with Jc- 



 

-after school the guys want to see Levi so they head up to his 

house- 

 

-they left Becca behind so she wouldn't do anything stupid- 

 

Mom: hey guys. surprise surpise. 

 

Lance; Hello ma'm. 

 

Mom: Levi didn't say you were coming over. wheres rebecca? 

 

Lance; We're keeping her home so she doesn’t wreak your place 

and get herself hurt again. I think she was eyeballing your roof 

yesterday. You know how it overhangs the pool? 

 

Mom: yes Levi was wondering if he could do that when we 

moved here 

 

Lance; She does something reckless whereveer she goes. 

 
Mom: by the way he is in the pool, swimming laps. you can go 

around and see him 

 

Chris; Okay. 

 

Joey; Thanks. 



 

-they goa round the house to find Levi swimming fast alps 

around the pool- 

 

Lance: Nice job. 

 

-just in his swimtrunks- 

 

Inner Lance; WOW He's hot. 

 

-Levi stops suddenkly sort of freake dout- 

 

Levi: how did you get in here?! 

 

-he wipes his face- 

 

Justin: Your mom let us in. 

 

Levi: of course 

 

-Levi floats on his back. he has a very nice chest and tan- 
 

-by the way his ahir is red with blond highlights here and there- 

 

Lance; You okay? 

 

Levi: why do you think I’m swimming laps? 



 

-he starts up again- 

 

Joey: Stress maybe. So I think it's sfe to assume you're unhappy. 

 

-lance notices he has some strong arms- 

 

Levi: pretty *head underwater* much 

 

-he decides to stop and lean over the edge of the pool- 

 

Levi: what made you guys come up here? and where is beck? 

 

Lance; We wanted to ake sure you were okay. You were avoiding 

us like the plague during school. And I'm keeping Becca home so 

she doesn’t do something stupid and blow this place to 

smithereens. 

 

Lance: She has a bad habbit of jumping off things and I think she 

wanted to jump off the third story into the pool. 

 
Levi: heh I nearly did but my mom screamed bloody murder 

 

-Levi sighs climbing out of the pool. Jc and lance stare- 

 

-his trunks are low on his hips- 

 



Joey: She and Chris are the daredevils of the group. 

 

Chris: Hey! 

 

Jc; Well it's true hun after all you and Beccahave alwys been 

more adventureus. 

 

Justin: so what is it that’s bothering you Levi? 

 

-Levi stands ther letting the water drip from his body. you'd 

think lance and Jc were counting the drops on his chest- 

 

Levi: well my mom's prego I’m at a new school I can't have a 

personal life naymore I broke a chicks ankle I have girls 

drooling over me everywhere I go and.................... something 

else 

 

-Levi grabs his towel drying himself off- 

 

Jc: What's that? 

 
Levi: its............. nothing at all 

 

Levi: I think 

 

Jc; Yu're bi arent you. 

 



Jc; I have a gaydar and I’m not afraid to use it. 

 

Levi: uh 

 

-he looks scared- 

 

Lance: Chill dude it's cool. 

 

Levi: not in my life its not 

 

Jc; In case you haven't noticed sexual orientation isn't a big deal 

for us. 

 

joey; scared your parent will find out? 

 

Levi: but as a celebrity I just, if I say I’m bi -he says is softly- who 

knows how many people will hate me and shit and my life will be 

horrible 

 

Jc: And who knows how many more people will start to love you. 

 
justin: If you don't want anyone to find out it's okay. Yoursecret 

is safe with us. 

 

Levi: its not like I care if I’m a celebrity. if I wasn't I’d be out 

already, but because I am who knwos how many people will 

start joking about mea nd being a big jerk. more then they are 



 

-Levi stis on the ground- 

 

Levi: I haven't even been witha  guy yet 

 

Jc; I know the feeling well. I've been called a fag quite often. Ahh 

if I had a dollar. 

 

Lance; Neither have I and I’m gay. 

 

Levi: guys want to come inside? I need to change 

 

-he opens the door leading intot eh dining room- 

 

-the back door- 

 

Joey; Okay. Do you have anything to drink? 

 

-they follow him in- 

 

Levi: whatever is int he fridge help youself 
 

-points into his kitchen- 

 

Levi: just not eh alcohol 

 

Joey: Thanks. -he goes over andgrabs a soda- 



 

-Levi jogs upstaris coming back down a while alter in shorts and 

a t-shirt- 

 

joey; no duh. I'm the one driveing and Becca's dad is a cop. I'd 

liketo keep dating her for a while. 

 

Levi: so you guys don't ahte me for breaking beck's ankle? 

 

Jc: Not in the least bit dollface. 

 

Lance; Actually I thought it was kind of funny. 

 

Chris; it was only a matter of time before she did something like 

that. 

 

Joey; We can't hate you for a little thing like that. 

 

Justin: Nope. 

 

Levi: wow 
 

-Levi laughs a bit- 

 

Lance; Sometimes I wonder if she was a kite in a past life.  

 

-the next day- 



 

Girl: oh Levi ask me to the dance 

 

Girl 2: no ask me 

 

girl 3: ask me god damn it! 

 

Becca; Get in line for dissapointment boys! I'm taken! 

 

Levi: um....................... 

 

Girl 4: hi Levi 

 

-the most propualr girl ins chool and richest comes walking up 

in a mini skirt and high heels- 

 

Levi: uh. hi? 

 

Girl 4: you can call me chrissy 

 

Levi: hi chrissy 
 

-Becca clears off not wanting to talk to her- 

 

Chrissy: you know my boyfriend is being such a pain in my butt 

ya know? I like hoping that maybe like you could take me. I’m 

been like low all week 



 

-she pouts- 

 

Levi: okay 

 

Chrissy: great! come on I want to show you to my friends 

 

Inner Becca; Oh crap. this aint good. 

 

-she hooks her arm with his and drags him off- 

 

inner Levi: I didn't say okay to the dance 

 

-Becca goes over to her table with the guys- 

 

Justin: dude where did Levi go and why are there a ton of girls 

pouting? 

 

Becca; Bad news guys the bitch squad got him. 

 

Chris; Chrissy and her lot? 
 

justin: lets hope he gets away before he suffocates. 

 

-htey see her giggling down the hall with elvi alughing too- 

 

Becca; We're tool late. 



 

inner Levi: this is werid 

 

-Levi looks over at them and makes a funny face at chrssy who 

turn to look at him and he smiles- 

 

Joey; I'm not worried about him but you know how clingy 

Chrissy is. 

 

-the bell rigns and chrissy wraps her arms around his neck, 

kissing him good and hard and leaving with ehr lot- 

 

-Levi is blushing a bit- 

 

Becca; Don't tell me you're falling for her? 

 

Levi: no she gave me her gum 

 

Levi: that was in ehr mouth 

 

Becca: Ew 
 

-he pulls it out throwing it into the trash- 

 

Levi: tell me, when did I say yes to her? 

 

Becca: Almost immideately. 



 

Becca: Or if you're talking about the dance you never did say 

yes. 

 

Levi: uhg. lets get to class. I hope this lipstick shit is not 

waterproof 

 

Becca; I think she wears the 8 hour dtuff. 

 

Levi: ahh man! 

 

-the dance that night- 

 

Becca: I have some make up remover sheets if you want some? 

 

-the dancet hat night- 

 

-Levi comes in in a tux and his a really sutty girl attached to 

him- 

 

Chrissy: oh I love this song lets dance 
 

Levi: I can't dance to fast songs 

 

-but he is already in the middle of a crowd of girls who grinding 

against him like its time to make babies- 

 



-Becca and Joey arrive.- Chris comes in alone and justin has his 

girlfriend. Lance stayed home and Jc brought his boyfriend- 

 

Becca; I feel sorry for the poor guy. 

 

-Levi is able to rbeak free panting- 

 

-Lance dosne't like dances- 

 

Levi: if I was supose to get horney off of THAT I am gay 

 

Levi: where's lance? 

 

Becca: He hates dances. 

 

-Levi looks disapointed- 

 

Joey; He's at home. 

 

inner Levi: I would have danced with him 

 
Levi: this sucks I’d ditch ehr but 

 

-she comes running over with ehr boobs ready to pop out of ehr 

dress- 

 

Becca; After the dance we're heading over to my house to hang 



out. Wanna come? 

 

Chrissy: come slow dance with me! 

 

-she says this when Chrissy isn't arounf- 

 

Levi: if I can get away from ehr yes! 

 

-he is yanked in and a circle forms. he dances with ehra nd 

people are awwing?- 

 

Joey: Don't worry about that dude. 

 

Justin: want to dance britney? 

 

Britney: alright 

 

-Becca takes a bottle out of her dress and dumps it's contents 

into the punch- 

 

-they slow dance- 
 

Joey: Juju, brit, you guys should avoid the punch at all costs. 

 

Jc: Joey and Becca spiked it. 

 

Jc: want to dance nick? 



 

Nick: Of course. 

 

-they slow dance- 

 

-suddenly the door opesna nd alnce come sin- 

 

Chris; I wish Dani hadn't left. 

 

Becca; Big brother! 

 

LancE: my motther forsed me here 

 

Chris: don't touch the punch, guess her spiked it? 

 

-hobbles over to him. even without krutches her leg is still in a 

cast and she's tripping over her dress- 

 

Becca; bingo. 

 

Lance: guess levi's enjoying himself 
 

Becca; And I added some other ingridients. Chrissy is gonn have 

a bad night for sure. 

 

Becca; Hardly. 

 



-Levi looks content- 

 

Joey goes over to him.- 

 

Joey; So you enjoying the dance? Don't tell me you drank the 

punch? 

 

Levi: save me joey, save me I think ehr hand is on my ass 

 

Joey: Punch. 

 

Joey: Give her at least three glasse. 

 

Levi: she wants me to come over to her house afterwards! god 

knows who has been up her dress 

 

Levi: wnat some punch chrissy? 

 

Chirry: Of course. What a gentleman. 

 

-Levi smiles going over- 
 

Levi: do they have big glasses or just these small ones? 

 

-Levi fills one and smells it- 

 

Joey: doesn’t matter just give her a lot. 



 

Levi: okay with ehr pufume she won't notice this 

 

joey: It's Becca's special mixture. 

 

-Levi takes it to chirssy- 

 

Levi: here ya go doll 

 

-Chrissy chugs it- 

 

-Levi gets her tow more- 

 

Chrissy: Mm this is good...-she falls over asleep people rush over 

to her wondering what’s wrong- 

 

-Levi sneeks away- 

 

Becca: Now that everyone is distracted -more people are falling 

over- we can enjoy ourselves. they'll be fine but most of them 

won't wake up till morning. Chrissy won't be up till monday 
morning. 

 

joey: Lets get outof here. 

 

Levi: I’m with you 

 



-they clear out- 

 

Levi: its nice out tonight 

 

Lance; Yeah. It almost makes up for how much Becca's dress 

cost. I still don't understand why a girl needs a new dress for 

every dance she goes to. 

 

L 

 

Levi: yeah chrissy bought her dress so it would match my tux. 

its a black tux, anything goes with black! 

 

Lance; That girl is bad news. 

 

-Levi undoes his bow tie and pops a button on his shirt- 

 

-Becca and Joey get into his car and rive off. Lance leads Levi to 

his car- 

 

Lance: Wanna ride with me? 
 

Levi: don't I know it. I should just dump her, because like the 

whole freakin' shcool think we are dating 

 

Levi: sure 

 



Lance: Dump her in front of everyone. She already looks like a 

fool in front of them all so you dumping her will make perfect 

sense to them. 

 

Levi: sounds like a plan. beck said you hate dances. why'd you 

come? 

 

Lance: Mom made me. Dad didn't really care one way or another 

but mom wants me to find someone. Seriously she's been trying 

to set me up with guys ever since I came out. 

 

Levi: wow *chuckle* when I told my mom about the dance she 

squealed. I think its because of the horomones 

 

Lance; Dosen't suprise me. you should have seen Mom when 

Joey came to Pick Becca up. I though she was going to have a 

heart attack. Dad was cleaning his gun as susal. He likes all our 

friends but when it comes to who's dating his little girl he makes 

no exceptions. 

 

Levi: scary scary scary 
 

Levi: you know these really big guys were yeing me the entire 

dance and that made chrissy groap me more. who's her x? 

 

lance: Rock Springer. He's on the football team. He's okay to us 

cause Chris and Justin are on the team but he's a total jackass. 



Chrissy has more exs than you can shake a stick at. 

 

Levi: does he have a histroy of.... beating up epople? 

 

Lance: He's kicked the shit out of a few guys. 

 

-Levi gulps- 

 

Lance: It's gotten suspended a few times and kicked off the team 

once but he managed to get back on. 

 

-Levi gulps again- 

 

Lance: Don't worry. If you dump Chrissy you won't have 

anything to worry abou. 

 

-they get to the house everyone else is alreay there- 

 

Becca: Hey guys you're right on time. Our parents aren't home 

so we have theentire place to ourselves. 

 
Lance; I'm surprised the house is still standing. 

 

Levi: I’m scared 

 

-he does seems a little pale- 

 



Lance: I wouldn't worry about rock if I were you. he knows 

better than to go after kids with power. 

 

Lance; Now lets go enjoy ourselves. 

 

Levi: at the dacne with allt he guys galring.... I know I am at the 

top of every guys enemy list 

 

-he sits down and they try to have fun. they end up getting 

wasted- 

 

Justin: lets play spin the bottle! 

 

Chris: no no no juju, 7 minutes in ehaven! 

 

-thankfully Becca's parents never found out- 

 

Becca: Sevn minutes! 

 

nick: Okay. 

 
Lance; I'll go grab the bowl. 

 

-he comes back with a large bowl- 

 

Lance; Okay now everyone put something of yours in it -they all 

obey- 



 

Lance; Now who wants to go first? 

 

-Levi puts in his bow tie that’s bright red- 

 

Levi: me! 

 

-he was really jumpy- 

 

Lance: Okay. Reach in. 

 

-Levi digs in and pulls outa  watch- 

 

Levi: whose is this? 

 

Lance; Wow. me. off we go. 

 

Justin: oh yeah! 

 

-they are put into a big closet- 

 
Levi: now waht do we do? 

 

-side note. Becca's friend Kelly is there- 

 

Lance; Dunno. Can I tel you something? 

 



Levi: yeah 

 

Lance: I have the biggest crush on you. I think you're smokin 

hot. 

 

-Levi giggles- 

 

Levi: I knew that when you were like staring at my chest when I 

got out of the pool 

 

Lance: Let make out. 

 

Levi: totally, but how do you do it with a guy? 

 

Lance: Same way you do it to a girl. -kisses Levi hard- 

 

-Levi groasn kissing him back- 

 

Levi: I like kissing guys a lot more then girls. maybe I’m gay 

cause I feel like it 

 
Lance: Maybe. -continues kissing him- 

 

-a few minutes later- 

 

Becca: Okay guys time to come out. 

 



-they come stumbling out- 

 

-levi's shirt is wide open- 

 

Becca: Have fun in there? 

 

Levi: uh-huh 

 

Levi: I like boys 

 

-he is really drunk- 

 

Kelly: Bravo 

 

-Becca takes a swigof booze- 

 

Becca: Man who broght the alchohol? 

 

Joey: me justin and Jc 

 

-lance coems out without a shirt on- 
 

Lance: where did my shirt go? 

 

-he is flushed and laughing- 

 

Becca; How should I know? Anyways joey goes next. sine it was 



his idea. -hands the bowl to him- 

 

-Joey reaches in and pulls out a bracelet- 

 

-levi's tiw is still in there- 

 

Becca: Looks like Kelly's up. 

 

-Joey and Kelly go in- 

 

Levi: kinky. can we watch? 

 

Levi: I won't get horny I swear, I’m gay! 

 

Becca: Hidden camera in there. 

 

Levi: ayay something to jerk off to later 

 

Levi: maybe I can get some mores guy in there with me 

 

Becca: We'll get to watch it next weekend. Our parents will be on 
a busnies trip for the next couple eeks so we'll havethe place to 

ourselves. 

 

Lance; Oh joy. Babysitting you for two weeks. 

 

-Seven minutes later Joey and Kelly come out. they both look 



slightly buzzed and their hair is messed up- 

 

Becca; Who's next? 

 

Levi: go Jc! 

 

Jc : Alrighty then -he reaches in- 

 

-pulls out a red bow tie- 

 

Levi: that’s me that’s me 

 

Jc; Ooh lucky day. -drags Levi in- 

 

-Levi pins him tot eh ground instantly- 

 

Jc: Okay now no beating around the bush. -grabs his face and 

kisses him hard- 

 

-levi's hand goes down his patns. he didn't do this with lance- 

 
Levi: wow, this feels nice 

 

Jc: Not enough time for that sweetie. maybe next time. -kisses 

him more and gropes Levi- 

 

-seven mintues are upa dn Levi comes out and he isn't wear a 



shirt either- 

 

Levi: lance I found your shirt! 

 

Lance; Thanks. 

 

-Levi sits down next to him- 

 

Becca: Whos next? 

 

Levi: get it later 

 

Justin: Why don't we spin to find out who goes next? 

 

Levi: mkay 

 

-Becca grabs an empty coke bottle and spins it- 

 

-its lands on Levi- 

 

Levi: I already went 
 

Becca: Fine -she spins again- 

 

-lances on lance- 

 

Becca: You wanna go or pass? 



 

Lance: I’ll go 

 

Becca: okay 

 

-he digs in and pulls out a tie- 

 

Chris: crap 

 

Lance: yay you get to see if you bi or not 

 

Becca; Have fun boys! 

 

-Lance drags Chris in and shuts the door- 

 

-lance pins him to the ground- 

 

Lance: oh there's my shirt 

 

-he kisses Chris- 

 
Chris: Please put it on andwoah man I don't like you like that. 

 

Lance: okay your straigh. that sucks 

 

-lance picks up hsis hirt and puts his abck down- 

 



Lance: its wet 

 

Chris; I've had chrushes on guys just not you. 

 

Lance: can't you do soemthing to me? I’m drunk come on 

 

Chris: And I'm not. I shoulve brought some of the booze in here. -

kisses Lance lightly- 

 

-meanwhile Becca changes out of her dress into something that 

will fit into a closet- 

 

Lance: this is nice. just kissing will do 

 

-lance kisses him softly- 
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-they're like that until they move to mouth to mouth and they're 
like that until their seven minutes are up- 

 

-they come out- 

 

Lance: who came on my shirt? 

 



Chris: Proof enough for ya? 

 

Levi: jc's dirty 

 

Jc; That would be me. 

 

Levi: you should have licked it clean Lance 

 

-Levi is showing his rue side- 

 

Becca; I wanna see that! 

 

Levi: can I go again? I wan tto see if I can get a chick this time 

 

Becca; Come on get back in the circle. -spins the bottle- We'll see. 

 

inner Levi: prove to myself somethin' 

 

-it lands between justin and Levi- 

 

Justin: you go man 
 

Becca: Rock paper scissors. 

 

Justin: I can wait.......... really 

 

Becca; Okay 



 

-Levi digs int he bowl and pulls out the necklace beck was 

wearing ealier- 

 

Levi: whose is this? 

 

Becca: That's mine. I also have an erring in there. 

 

-Levi goes intot he closet with beck- 

 

Becca; Anything in mind? 

 

Levi: alrighty then....................... um.................... kissing 

 

Levi: I’m already shirtless 

 

Becca; Alright we can do that -kisses him- 

 

-levi's hand lands on one of ehr boobs- 

 

Becca; That feels nice. 
 

inner Levi: do I like this or not? 

 

-Levi pushes her against a wall- 

 

Becca; Joey always does this when we're alone. -stops talking 



and continues kissing him- 

 

-levi puts a hand down ehr apnts, not really sure what he's 

doing- 

 

Levi: does he do that? 

 

Becca: That and more. 

 

-levi is able to get her pants down in like a split second. its been 

two minutes- 

 

Becca; Anything you want me to do to you? 

 

Levi: anything you know how to 

 

-levi kisses her neck feeling between ehr elgs- 

 

Becca: Alright then. sucking it is. 

 

-she gasps when he goes this but she grinning- 
 

-he finds a hand is going down his pantsa nd he gasps- 

 

Becca; Relax. We have five minutes. I'll be done by then. -she 

unzips his pants- 

 



-levi finds hismelf very much free and gets bekc's underwear 

away- 

 

Levi: i can get done in three 

 

-Becca's to busy sucking to notice- 

 

Levi: ever done a 69? 

 

Becca: Yup. 

 

-he groans- 

 

Levi: elts do that 

 

Becca; Okay. 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

-levi finds hismelf ont he bottom- 

 
Lance; Knowing my siswe should give them an extra ten 

minutes or so- 

 

Joey: Fine by me. 

 

-levi gasps feeling hsimelf really close- 



 

-levi puts s finger inside her wondering about the time- 

 

-Becca groans and grabs the carpet- 

 

Levi: -whisper- i'm close 

 

Becca; Me too. 

 

-levi gasps and cums- 

 

-within the next minute Becca screams and cums- 

 

Lance; Wow joey and you make her do that? 

 

Joey: hehehehehehehe 

 

Levi: that was........................ 

 

-levi is zipping his apnts- 

 
Becca: Fun. Lots of fun. Not as good as Joey but still I liked it -

she's looking for her underware- 

 

Levi: here 

 

Levi: can i tell you something? 



 

Becca; Thank you. 

 

Becca; Sure. I'm totally wasted so it won't matter. 

 

-his head is againstt he wall- Levi: i've enver done anything like 

that beofre. i was a total virgin and the farthest i've gone was 

girl no shirt 

 

becca: First time for everyithing. 

 

Levi: you were my frist and it............... it wasn't the ebst. i mean, 

i came thats something but........................ 

 

Levi: i guess girls just won't please me 

 

Becca: The first time is never the best.  

 

Levi: unless i can get the toehr guys and girl in ehre to i'll know 

for sure 

 
Becca; We'll just have to find out. -she zips up her pants and they 

walk out- 

 

Becca; That was fun. Lance you get to spin now. 

 

-later the night- 



 

Levi: i have an announcment to make! 

 

Chris: lets hear it. 

 

Levi: i came so many time tongiht, and the only ones that felt 

like heaven was when i guy did it. girls just can't please me like 

guys can. i think i'm gay. i really knew i was bi but now i just 

don't see a woman pleasing my in my future like men can 

 

-he is very wasted by now- 

 

-everyone is- 

 

Joey: Bravo. 

 

Levi: even if i'm wasted i still think its true when i'm sober 

 

Becca: That's nice now on with the game! or shall we play a 

diffrent one? I know wone that will be tons of fun if we're bored 

with this. 
 

Levi: what one? 

 

Becca: Well four of the guys need to go into one of the bedrooms. 

We have four so it should be fine. Then the rest of us have to 

draw fom the bowl and then go to that room. We spend a couple 



hours in there then we switch it around so that the guys who 

were waitng before have to draw. 

 

Levi: oh boy 

 

Levi: LETS DO IT! 

 

Chris; I'm in. 

 

Justin; Awesome! 

 

lance; this should be interesting. First lets hide the booze in case 

mom and dad show up unexpectedly. I know they're on a plane 

headed to orlando right now but still. 

 

Joey: Okay. -he grabs the booze and takes it to his trucck and 

comes back- 

 

Jc: Now lets have some fun! 

 

Becca; Okay who wants to do the waitng? 
 

Levi: i want some action 

 

Becca; Chris, Lance, Jc, and Joey you head up to the rooms. I 

have a number for each room already. now the rest of us draw 

as soon as they are gone. 



 

-they do so- 

 

Kelly: Lets draw! -reaches in and pulls out Joey's pen- 

 

Levi: oh yeah 

 

-she pulls out a three- 

 

Becca: Me next! -pulls out a two- 

 

-reaches in and pull out a one- 

 

Becca; Wow my own room. 

 

-justin pulls the four- 

 

Becca; Okay people lets go! 

 

-levi goes upt ot eh room one and opens the door. its alnce's 

room and he's sitting on his bed- 
 

Levi: yay 

 

Lance; Hey. 

 

Levi: someone whose actually gay 



 

-levi shuts the door- 

 

Lance; lets have some fun. 

 

-justin opens the door to another room and finds jc- 

 

Jc: Het big boy. -wasted to the max- 

 

Justin: heh i'm bi so hell yeah 

 

-nick left the party an hour or so ago. he lives next door- 

 

-beck gets chris- 

 

-actually nick was never there he went home before it started- 

 

becca; Hey Chris. 

 

Chris: oh................ 

 
Inner Chris; Someone up there must either hate my guts or 

really like me. I mean I like her like that but joey....I'm really not 

drunk enough. 

 

-Kelly gets Joey- 

 



Chris: beck your dating joey. i really don't know......................... 

 

Becca; We don't have to do anything serious. But at leastlet me 

change into my pajamas while I'm here. -she goes over and 

changes right in front of him not careing if he can see 

everything- 

 

-chris can't help but stare and once she's change he doesn't care 

about joey either- 

 

Chris: i'm fine now 

 

-pins her tot eh floor- 

 

Becca; ow! wow you really don't like to beat around the bush 

don't you. 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Levi: heh i was hoping i'd get you 

 
inner levi: i really don't know............. 

 

Lance; I was hopeing i'd get you. Now enough small talk. -kisses 

Levi. 

 

-some of the drunkeness has worn off already since a while ago- 



 

-levi holds lance's arms, then goes green- 

 

Levi: i'm gonna be sick 

 

-he runs from the room- 

 

Lance; Crap. 

 

-levi is able to find the bathroom and hurls- 

 

inner levi: this is a bad idea i'm being really stupid. i just lost my 

oral virginity alreadya nd i can't do antyhing else. i ned to go 

home 

 

-Lance comes in. he's sober- 

 

inner levi: i'm drunka nd i cna't think straigh. whatever went on 

here was an act of drunkeness 

 

Lance: I'm so sorry. 
 

-yeah right- 

 

-well he's sobering up- 

 

Levi: please just call my parnets 



 

-levi keeps hurling- 

 

Lance; got it. 

 

Levi: thsi was a really big mistke 

 

-lance calls them and they pick him up- 

 

-menawhile beck is on ehr knees and chris is............. you can 

guess where- 

 

Lance: i know. I can't belive i did that with Chris- 

 

Brian: hello? 

 

-he's at the door- 

 

-levi is still in the bathroom- 

 

Lance; Mr. Litterel? Levi's not feeling to good. h'es in the 
bathroom right now. 

 

Brain: i really should be angry...... but i'm not 

 

Lance; What? 

 



-he goes upa nd find levi crying sitting ont he toilet- 

 

Levi: i'm sorry dad *cry* 

 

Inner Lance; I'm so dead. We're all so freakin dead. 

 

Levi: i made a big mistkae i'm sorry i did some stupid stuff i 

jsut............... 

 

Brian: lets get you home 

 

Lance; I'm so sorry. 

 

-he is able to find his shirt and get it on him. everyone else is 

watching fromt he stairs. elvi isn't able to stop crying and can't 

look at anyone. brian puts levi int he car and comes back in- 

 

Brain: i want to know who brought the beer 

 

Justin: It was me. 

 
Brian: i'm really disapointed 

 

-Justin dosen't say anything- 

 

Brian: i'm not going to tell anyone, thats for you guys too. 

 



Brian: and this is rebeccas and lance's hosue 

 

-he looks at thme- 

 

-they say nothing- 

 

-Becca looks guilty- 

 

Brian: i'm not going to tell your parents, but you are 

 

Lance; Yes sir. 

 

Brian: you know something horrible coul dhave happened here. 

you could ahve gotten alcohol poisoning and even pregnate 

 

-brian rubs his face- 

 

-Becca still says nothing- 

 

Brian: and now my son is....... i don't even know what happened 

 
-brian leaves and gets levi home- 

 

Lance; We're so dead. 

 

Joey: We'd better get going. 

 



Jc: ya think?! 

 

Lance: I'll call mom and dad. Becca you go to bed. 

 

Chris; Later. 

 

Jc: wea re all not in a good state to be int eh streets. we should 

stay 

 

Jc: sleep oever then elave int he morning 

 

Chris: fine. 

 

Becca; You're all staying in the basement. -she goes to her room 

and sobs- 

 

Inner Becca; This is all my falut. i was the one who got them in 

trouble. 

 

-the next day- 

 
-is saturday- 

 

Lance: Well now not only will we never be allowed to talk to levi 

again but Becca and i are grounded for six months. 

 

-the others all leave- 



 

-meanwhile- 

 

Mom: I can't belive you would do something like taht. 

 

Levi: neither can I 

 

Mom: I got a call from Rebecca and Lance's parents. They're on 

restriction for six months. You're father and I won't ban you 

from speaking to them because they're your friends but we're 

giving you the same ounishment as them. 

 

Levi: i understand 

 

Brian; Now go to your room. We'll call you when dinner is ready. 

 

-levi is barley able to get up the stairs. his dad comes intot eh 

room later finding him staring out the window- 

 

Brian; can you tell me what exactly you kids did? 

 
Levi: 7 minutes in heaven. i made out with alnce, jc, and i had a 

69 weith beck 

 

Brian; Somehow that dosne't suprise me with her. 

 

Levi: then we did this other game where four od the guy went 



intot he rooma nd we ahd to draw numbers. i was supose to be 

with lance and i really thought i wanted to ahve sex but i got 

really sick 

 

Brian: She's a good kid but i think she feels the need for that 

kind of attention. I have a feeling her home life isn't as good as 

you she says. 

 

Levi: had lots of beer 

 

Levi: her aprents are never there 

 

Brian; So you guy played sex games and got drunk. 

 

Levi: yes 

 

-levi was crying again- 

 

Levi: dad i think i'm gay 

 

Brian; Girls who don't have good father daughter bond will look 
for any kind of male affection. 

 

Brian: i wish you could have come out under better 

circomstances. 

 

Brian: But at least you're accepting it. 



 

Levi: i thought i was bi i really thoguht it. 

 

Brian: I think we all go through a bi phase before really figureing 

it out. 

 

Levi: and i was scare do years just.... dating so many girls i made 

myself belive okay your bi just look at guy just don't do anything 

with them 

 

Levi: then at the aprty i felt..... it was so much better with guys 

and i still think it is..... 

 

-he puts hsi arms ont he window sill crying into them- 

 

Brian: levi your mother and i love you. we don't care if your gay. 

You're our son. -goes over to the window and rubs his back- 

 

Levi: i'm just scared. i'm a celebrity and if people find out it can 

just.... people hate gays out there and will amke jokes about me 

and crap. i shouldn't care but i like the fact epople know me for 
my music and now they'll know me for being gay 

 

Brian; You wouldn't be the first. But belive me you'll be rakeing 

in fans by the thousands. And trust me the fan that will leave 

because you're gay will be very few. 

 



Brian; You wouldn't belive how many jokes people make about 

me and the guys being gay. 

 

Levi: i've heard them all i think 

 

-levi chuckles- 

 

Brian: Even that parody song. That one was pretty funny 

actually. 

 

Levi: did i ever tell you dad my life plan? 

 

Brian: Nope I don't think you did. 

 

Levi: i watn to get a degree in psycology and writea book, and 

write music and release some more albums. maybe go on tour 

and do college online. i don't have everything figured out 

 

Brian: You'll figure it out. 

 

Levi: jc wants to go into music 
 

Levi:a dn chris can write 

 

Levi: all of my friend are in chior 

 

Brian; Always room for new talent. 



 

-except Becca- 

 

-Becca in strings- 

 

-flashback- 

 

Lance: Becca can sing but she prefers her strings 

 

-end flahback- 

 

Levi: well i think beck's in strings 

 

Brain; They're all good kids. I like them all. but you all made a 

mistake. All teenagers do that. 

 

Levi: yeah but the mistakes you make effect who you become. 

my mistake helped me accept the fact i'm gay 

 

Brian: And I'm gald you've come to terms with it. 

 
Brian: What about your friends? what do you think they 

learned? 

 

Levi: maybe chris came to terms with becka dn jeoy's 

relationshipa dn might have found something with justin who 

seems to like men mroe then britney. becca probably is going to 



clean up ehr act and not act so much like this. and jc 

probably................. might not drink ever again 

 

Levi: i can be really off though 

 

Brian; Who knows. Well I'll leave you alone now. We'll call you 

when dinners ready. 

 

Levi: mkay 

 

-monday rolls around. Becca is hideing in the library crying 

when luch comes- 

 

-levi goes over to her- 

 

Becca; What do you want? 

 

Levi: can we talk? 

 

Becca; Fine. 

 
-levi sits donw- 

 

Levi: i told my parents i'm gay 

 

Becca; Congrats. Joey broke up with me. 

 



Levi:w ait.... WHAT? 

 

Becca: You heard me. He broke up with me. 

 

Levi: its not meant to be 

 

Becca: I guess he realized he just wanted Kelly. 

 

Levi: what about chris? 

 

Becca: What about him? 

 

Becca; i'm not dateing anyone for a while. 

 

Levi: you guys had funa nd it seems your relationship was only 

sex 

 

Becca; Joey was there. He cared about me.  

 

Levi: well i think chris really likes you and cares about you,a nd 

if you do date anyone in the future i think it could be him. he can 
wait 

 

Levi: of course he cared, he's been friends with you for years. 

but you guys couldn't really bump up tot eh next level entirly 

 

Becca; levi. Don't tell anyone about this but after my six month 



sentance is over I'm running away. 

 

Levi: yeah right. your not running away 

 

Levi: i'll get you alot of caffiene if you stay 

 

-levi was trying to joke- 

 

Becca; I can't take this anymore. I love it here and all but there 

are some things that i can't control right now. 

 

Levi: give ti time. we are juniors. colege isn't too far away 

 

Becca; I don't know how much time i have. -she gets up and 

wipes her eyes- 

 

Levi: beck come on. i'm starting to wonder if you don't just have 

adhd 

 

Levi: have you ever wondered if you have depression? 

 
Becca; Trust me thats all. They tested me for it and I don't have 

it. excuse me. -she leaves- 

 

Levi: i know this stuff and it seems maybe you all hiper now but 

when your calm something else switches on 

 



Levi: see ya beck 

 

-becca heads to her next class- 

 

-levi walks out of the library- 

 

-levi's next calss in annual- 

 

Becca; i won't let anyone near me. I can't let anyone near me. 

 

-over the next few weeks there is an akward feeling in the 

group- 

 

inner levi: there is something more going on with her. adhd i've 

seen, but now its like...... she needs mroe help 

 

-levi begs his apretns and all of his friends parents for them to 

all come over to his palce and go on the hike- 

 

lance; Hey Levi. 

 
-they allow it, but only if they come to make sure nothing 

happens- 

 

-so the apretns hang out and talka nd alugh while the kids get 

ready for the hike- 

 



Levi: hey. paretns are haivng fun. can you help me pack the 

bags? 

 

Lance; This is really what Becca needs. She's been locking 

herself up the the bathroom for days. I can hear her swearing in 

there. 

 

Becca; Stuff it Lanceten! 

 

Levi: lanceten? 

 

Lance: My equivilant of becky.  

 

Becca: Say that again and you die! 

 

Levi: ahh 

 

Becca; Not as bad as POOFU! 

 

Lance; You're evil. 

 
Levi: poofu? i ahve a new nickname for you 

 

-lance groans- 

 

-levi pulls some choclate fromt he cubbord- 

 



Levi: look what i got us all poofu? 

 

Becca: Yum.  

 

-levi puts them intot eh bags, then hands a bag to everybody- 

 

Lance: No chocolate for you becca. And it's pretty warm out are 

you sure you want a sweater? 

 

Becca; It's freezeing 

 

Chris: lets just go. 

 

Levi: becka re you oaky? its almost 90 

 

Becca: I'm fine. I need to get used to heat anyways for track. 

 

Levi: its cold in here, eys that air conditioning, but 

outside................... 

 

Becca; Just drop it okay. 
 

-levi makes sure everyone has a hook on thier pants so if they 

fall or something they are ready- 

 

Levi:r eebcca i am not taking you ont he hike with a sweater on. 

i have to make sure no one dies of heat stroke 



 

Becca: Fine. -she takes it off. Her shirt is baggy. It's not like her 

to waer something that dosen't fit- 

 

Lance; Okay lets go. 

 

-levi doesn't feel right about the hike but they eha dout anyways- 

 

Levi: bye parents! 

 

Parents: Bye. 

 

-they ehad ont he trail- 

 

-Becca and Lance's parents don't even pay attention- 

 

-when they reach the cliff levi makes sure everyone makes it 

acorss okay then they continur on- 

 

Levi: so how you liking it so far beck? 

 
-they were in front- 

 

Becca; it's nice. 

 

-there is a warm wind thats hits thema dn beck's shirt goes tight 

againt her and levi can tell- 



 

inner levi: ahh shit. not going to say anything 

 

Levi: you've been feeling okay? 

 

Becca; Fantastic. -she pulls her sleeves down- 

 

-levi stops hima nd beck- 

 

Levi: guys go on ahead, we'll catch up./ 

 

Levi: i want to tell ehr a secret! 

 

Chris: We'll wait when we get to the end of the trail. 

 

-they go- 

 

Levi: whose the dad? 

 

-he crosses his arms- 

 
Becca; What!? 

 

Levi: oh come on my mother is pregnate i know these thigns! 

 

-he says is softly- 

 



Becca; Shut up! You don't knw anything about it! -she's a 

terrible liar and she has tears in her eyes- 

 

Levi: its joey isn't it? 

 

Levi: thats whyt he break up was bad huh? 

 

Becca; No. it's Chris. He was the only one I went all the yway 

with. 

 

-levi is stunned- 

 

Levi: whoa. 

 

Becca; Please don't tell anyone. 

 

-he grabs her arm to keep from falling in surprise and beck 

winces- 

 

Levi: i wont and wahts up with the arm? 

 
Becca; It's nothing you need to know about alright. 

 

-levi pulls her sleeves up and can see the scars- 

 

Levi: damn it beck 

 



-Becca jerks her arms away- 

 

Levi: beck you have to take care of yourself, unless you want to 

ahve a miscarrige or worse DIE! 

 

Levi: you do have depression rebecca 

 

Levi: and adhd 

 

Becca; who'd cry if i was gone anyways. 

 

Levi: the adhd just hid it and now its like kaboom 

 

Levi: i would god damn it 

 

Levi: your the first friend, real friend, i've ever had. even when i 

wasn't a celebrity people hung out with me because of my dad 

 

Baby in utero; Please mommy. Don't do this. -this is translated 

as a few swift kicks- 

 
Levi: the others care about you beck 

 

Levi: expecially chris and joey. 

 

-Becca is now crying and grips her stomach- 

 



Levi: what would you do if i started to cut myself? 

 

-levi hugs her tightly and carfully- 

 

Becca; I'd tell you to stop. 

 

Becca; ow. 

 

Levi: you can't hide this okay? you have tot ell epople, but i 

won't 

 

Levi: if you need someone to talk to i'm right here 

 

Becca; Why do you think I'm running? Mom and Dad will kick 

me out if they find out. Either that or they'll just ignore me like 

they always have. And everyone elese wil start teling me what 

to do and act like I need hel pwhen i don't need anyone's help. 

 

Baby: -kick- 

 

Levi:y uor going to need some helpa nd if your aprents hate you 
that much i'll make sure my parents take you and help you. you 

can be prego with my mom! 

 

Levi: no one will tell you what to do unless its for the good of the 

baby AND you 

 



Becca: I don't feel any better. Lets go. The others are peobably 

already to the top by now. 

 

-levi holds her hands and they continue. they find the otehrs 

sitting down and snakcing at the top- 

 

Levi: isn't this a great veiw?! 

 

Lance: Yeah. Took you guys long enough. 

 

Levi: big secret ya know? 

 

Chris; Hey Becca. Gummy bears! Your faveorite. 

 

-Becca smiles and sits down eating ht gummies- 

 

Levi: see? i made sure to spoil us all 

 

Becca: I'm supriesd that they didn't melt. 

 

-levi puts hsi arms on hsi ehad and looks out into the hills- 
 

-he takes off his bag and takes off hiss hirt, really hot and 

sweaty. he wipes his neck- 

 

Levi: its hot and i do this alot 

 



Chris: Hey Levi. Remeber when you asked for some of my workk 

just to look at? 

 

Levi: yeah 

 

Chris: Here. 

 

-lance can't help but look at levi a bit- 

 

-levi takes what he ahnds him- 

 

Chris; Here's one other 

 

Becca; You didn't tell me you wrote songs chris? 

 

chris; I was bored. 

 

Levi: these are cool. 

 

-levi pulls out a pena nd puts chris's name on them and puts 

them in his bag- 
 

chris: Thanks. 

 

-they continue eating- 

 

Levi: maybe after the terrible groundation we can work with 



them more 

 

justin; I should take britney out here sometime. 

 

-levi sits down next to lance- 

 

inner levi: yeah i was off a bit 

 

Chris; That works. I need to work to help my mom but I think I 

can find some off time. 

 

-levi grabs a gummy worm from alnce and sucks on it- 

 

Lance: meanie 

 

-levi smiles- 

 

Levi: you like it. we both can suck on it if you want. you take one 

end i'll take the toher 

 

Becca: Kinky 
 

Joey; Nice 

 

-levi holds out a end and lance laughs- 

 

Lance: maybe that ain't wise 



 

Justin: get the camrea! 

 

Levi: coem on! 

 

Lance: uhg 

 

Becca; Please big poofu we know you like levi. 

 

-lance takes the other end and suck on it, his lips barley meeting 

levi's- 

 

-lavi smiles- 

 

-joey pulls out his camera and takes a picture- 

 

-Becca giggles- 

 

-levi moves forward a bit and touches his lips to alnce, bitting 

down on the gummy and pulling away- 

 
Levi: yummy 

 

-he stands up- 

 

Lance; Lets head back. The adults will probably be wondering 

whats takeing us so long. Finish eating Bec-oh you're done. 



 

-Becca stands up- 

 

Becca: Lets go. 

 

-levi digs through his bag. he ahsn't eaten at all yet. he munches 

on hic choclate as they walk down- 

 

Levi: Lance? 

 

Lance: Waht? 

 

Levi: wan tto suck on a piece of chocalte together? 

 

-he grins- 

 

Lance; Sure. after we're ungrounded want to head to a movie? 

 

Lance: Just you and me. 

 

Levi: very straight forward. why not. 
 

-levi takes a piece of chocalte and puts it into his mouth. he 

stops walking, kissing alnce and pushing the chocolate into 

lance's mouth. then he pulls awaya nd continues walking- 

 

Lance; Yummy. 



 

Levi: told ya i'm interesting 

 

Lance; yay! 

 

Becca: SLOWPOKES! HURRY UP! 

 

-the rest of the walk went good. they come back to the yard- 

 

Justin: That was fun. 

 

Levi: very fun 

 

-he smiles at alnce- 

 

Brian: you took off your shirt son? 

 

Levi: IT GOT HOT OKAY? 

 

Brian: Rebecca, Lance your parents left already. You want a 

ride? 
 

Levi: why did they leave? 

 

-levi stands behind lance- 

 

Becca; Busniess as usual. 



 

-levi slides his hand along alnce's ass- 

 

Lance: Code for vacation in shanghi 

 

Levi: that sucks. 

 

Lance: We're used to it. 

 

Levi: how do they know if they are obeying their groundation? 

 

Becca: Dad calls us frequently from the house. we have to 

answer the phone if it's him. 

 

Lance; Other than that they have no clue and i don't think they 

really care. 

 

-levi keeps rubbing lance's ass- 

 

Mom: levi what are you doing?! 

 
-levi runs out from behind alnce- 

 

Levi: nothing! 

 

Brian: Honey relax. 

 



Levi: right Lance? i wasn't touching your butt at all 

 

-levi is alughing while he says it- 

 

Lance; no. -he's grinning- 

 

Mom: oh dear. 

 

Brian: We'll talk about this later hon. 

 

-levi walks over to the guys- 

 

Levi: i had fun. i'm good at begging 

 

Justin; We did too. 

 

Chris: Levi can I talk to you privately? 

 

Joey: tons of fun man 

 

Levi: totally. is that okay with parents? 
 

Jc; loved it. I've got to show nicky! 

 

Levi: i'll reseaver the trial for couples 

 

Chris; Mom's at the hospital and my sisters are staying with 



frineds. 

 

levi: inside we go 

 

-they go into the kitchen- 

 

Chris: Becca's been acting weird ever since Joey broke up with 

her. Usually she bounces back like that -snaps his fingers- but 

this time she's like a totally diffrent person. I was wondering if 

you could help me keep an eye on her. 

 

-levi wonders if he should tell him. he cares about beck but with 

the state she is in......- 

 

Levi: you knocks her up -levi covers his mouth. that came out 

really quick- 

 

Chris: come again? 

 

inner levi: whoaps 

 
Levi: rememebr the reason behind why we are in trouble? 

 

Chris: Justin bringing beer and us gettingtotally wasted? 

 

Levi: you and beck going into bedroom together?! 

 



Chris; Yeah...Oh my god. -He grabs the table to keep from falling 

over- 

 

Levi: i shouldn't ahve told you but she's vutting herself and i 

think she has depsression. GOD DMAN IT! 

 

-levi gorans- 

 

Chris; Why didn't she tell me?  

 

-he sits at the conter rubbing his face- 

 

Levi: see with the adhd she is able to cover upt eh depression, 

but now its like coming full forse. and why do you think she 

didn't tell you? she told me what you home life is like 

 

Levi: wait i think that was everyone did when you went to teh 

bathroom that one time 

 

Levi: my frist day 

 
Chris: Figures. you would have found out about it eventually. 

Everyone has thier oprah story. 

 

Levi: i promised beck i wouldn't tell anyone now you swear on 

god life you don't talk to her about his! 

 



Chris: Something tells me it'll reveal it's self eventually. If that 

kid turns into anythinglike her it'll be as stubborn as her. 

 

-justin walks in from bathroom- 

 

Justin: waht kid? 

 

Justin: wiat is she prego? 

 

Levi: GOD DAMN IT! 

 

Chris: Nothing. Go to sleep justin. 

 

-levi hits his head on the counter- 

 

Justin: how can i go to sleep i need to head home first. i can't 

beleive it. is joe the dad? 

 

Chris: No. 

 

-levi groans hitting his head again and again and again- 
 

Levi: why don't we broadcast this whole thing to the world?! 

 

Chris: Listen justin I can't tell you anymore but you have to 

swear not to talk about this. 

 



Justin: cross my heart 

 

justin: let me guess, levi was told everything now you know i 

now something about it? yeah i won't say a word 

 

-justin walks tot he door- 

 

Justin: if beck finds out levi's dead 

 

Levi: i figured that much 

 

-justin heads outside and heads home- 

 

-Becca and Lance walk in- 

 

Lance: Your mom's giving us a ride home. 

 

-levi is banging his head still- 

 

Levi: thank *bang* you 

 
Becca: The other guys are gone already. Levi stop that. 

 

-levi stops feeling a little dizzy- 

 

Levi: the wrold goes round and round and round 

 



-levi falls into lance- 

 

Lance; You okay man? 

 

Levi: nothing pain killers won't mend 

 

Lance: Off to the bathroom 

 

-Levi's mom walks in- 

 

Becca; Mrs. Litterel do you have a shirt I can borrow? Mine 

 

Becca: Mine's all sweaty. 

 

-levi is walking around the kitchen acting like he's high- 

 

Levi: la la la la la laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa la LA! 

 

Becca; What the heck are you on Levi? 

 

-levi spins around and lands on his moms back putting his 
forehead on ehr shoulder- 

 

Levi: hi mommy 

 

Mom: Levi are you alright? -feels his forehead- Did you get too 

much sun? 



 

Levi: i just hit my head ont he counter one time too many 

 

-he giggles- 

 

Levi: nwo you know the real me! 

 

Mom: You're going to bed mister. -carries him up- 

 

Becca; i like the real you. Lots of fun. 

 

Levi: bye Lance! 

 

Lance: Bye! 

 

inner levi: i feel horrible i that two more popel know beck's 

knocked up 

 

Inner Becca; Something just dosen't sit right. 

 

Baby: -kick kick- 
 

-next week- 

 

Lance; You okay Becca? You're eating alot. I mean more than 

normal. 

 



inner levi: i want to kiss lance really badly now, but people are 

watching 

 

Levi: you eat like my mom and she's prego 

 

-levi wishes he had a muzzle for himself- 

 

Becca; Har har har. 

 

Levi: har har har! 

 

-Chris looks uncomfortable and Justin is silent- 

 

-he sounds like a seal, calpping his amrs together like one- 

 

Joey; You sure you didn't squish half your brain when you hit 

your head man? 

 

Levi: dead men tell no tales 

 

-levi puts his head in his ahnds- 
 

Levi: jsut being me 

 

Jc: valid point. 

 

-levi rolls his eyes around and gets dizzy- 



 

Levi: whoa it like i'm on a rollercoaster! 

 

-levi does it faster- 

 

Joey; I like the real Levi. Lots of fun. 

 

Levi: and i feel like i'm gonna puke 

 

Justin: So how was your date with Kelly Joe? 

 

Joey: Fun.  

 

-levi falls over putting his hea don alnce's lap- 

 

-theya re int he cafiteria- 

 

Jc: How far? 

 

joey; Not very. It's diffrent with her. 

 
-levi starts to kiss the front of lance's jeasn- 

 

Levi: lance tases good! 

 

-Lance pets levi's hair- 

 



Levi: mmm i could make out with these jeans ALL DAY LONG! 

 

-a few girls wlaks over and look at him funny- 

 

Levi: hi ladies, want some too? 

 

-they run- 

 

-Becca laughs- 

 

-levi sits up and pulls alnce's hand in front of him. he starts to 

play with it- 

 

Lance; You forgot your meds again didn't you. 

 

Levi: who me? 

 

Levi: i'm not on any meds 

 

Lance; No Becca. 

 
Becca: I'm done with them. 

 

-levi picks up alnce's ahnd and sucks on a few fingers and looks 

a littel like a baby- 

 

Lance: Becca it's dangerous for you to just go off them. 



 

Levi: binky 

 

Lance: You big baby 

 

-levi keeps sucking and leans back in his chair holding lance's 

hand and sucking on the fingers- 

 

Justin: dude he lives his life high. i love this man! 

 

-anothe group of girls walk past and stare at him- 

 

Levi: theres enough for each of us to ahve one! 

 

-holds out the hand- 

 

-the girls walks off whispering- 

 

-levi shrugs and gives lacne's hand back- 

 

Becca; wow. -she stands up quickly- 
 

-levi rests his chin on the table and reaches over with his ahdn 

grabbing lance's crotch- 

 

Chris; You okay? 

 



Becca; I'm fine. excuse me. -she leaves- 

 

-levi abruptly gets upa nd follows her wait for ehr outside the 

girls bathroom- 

 

-A couple minutes later she comes out- 

 

Levi: smooth 

 

Levi: i think the baby ahtes the school food too 

 

Becca; I know.  

 

Becca; I need cheese. real cheese and notthis plastic that they 

give us. 

 

Levi: wish i could help. maybe if you tell teh toehrs they might 

be able to help you 

 

Becca: NO! out of the question. 

 
Levi: well two of them already know 

 

Becca: WHAT!? 

 

-levi chews his fingernails- 

 



-a cpuple people look then look away- 

 

Levi: chris and justin, thats it -levi is then chased down teh hall 

around the office and back intot eh cafiteria- 

 

Levi: LANCE SAVE ME! 

 

Becca: You are a dead man! 

 

Lance; Becca chill! 

 

Levi: HELP CELEBRITY BEING CAHSED BY CRAZY FAN! 

 

-Lance and a few other people crack up laughing. Lance lets levi 

hide behind him and holds Becca back. the other people who 

laughed go back to eating- 

 

Levi: how dare you laugh at me! -he says it low and evil- 

 

-levi dives under the table and cowwers at lance's feet- 

 
Lance: Becca it's okay chill. Whateve levi did it probably wasn't 

personal. 

 

-Becca glares at Levi and sits down- 

 

Levi: save me my big and strong handsome man 



 

-levi runs his ahdns up lance's legs- 

 

Lance: Enough hornyness for one day. -hoists levi up and sets 

him down- 

 

-levi pouts- 

 

Levi: fine 

 

-the rest of the day goes normal except thta Becca is giving Levi 

the silent treatment- 

 

Levi: i can act serious if you like 

 

Levi: hey beck. i could easily tell everyone else 

 

Becca: No. 

 

Levi: jsutin knwos your prego same with chris, but only chris 

and i know your cutting yourself 
 

Becca; No. 

 

Levi:f ace it you need to talk witht eh FATHER about it -he 

sounds out father- 

 



Becca; I don't need help. Chris has enough on his plate as it is 

without haveing to take care of a baby. 

 

Levi: i know his family has alot of problems. if you want i can 

sign a check for 10000 bucks, that can help his family. i have 

the money 

 

Levi: i can buy his family a house. coem on face it beck you can't 

do this alone. 

 

Levi: chris can't be the only one to take care of his family 

 

Becca; You don't know chris. he won't take charity. I can do this 

on my own. 

 

-levi decides to go tot eh hosptial and talk with chris's mom 

himself. she seems really sick and he talks with his parents 

about the diea. levi writes out the check, making sure it works, 

and sends it to chris's house anonomously- 

 

-he did that all that day- 
 

-Chris's mom calls Chris and tells him to accept the money. 

Chris reluctantly does and a week later the doctors happily say 

that Chris's mom's cancer is outta there and will probably never 

be back.- 

 



-at levi's house- 

 

Mom; Levi. Can i ask you something? 

 

Chris; Yeah. 

 

Levi: yes? 

 

Mom: It's about your friend Rebecca. Is she alright? 

 

Levi: um... depends on what you mean by alright? 

 

Mom: It's just that she's been acting alot more distant. She's 

usually bouncy and happy. But lately when ever I've seen 

hershe just seems off. Is there something going on with her?  

 

Levi: i need to tell someone. mom, the night we went over tot 

heir house and did that stupid stuff beck and chris had sex her 

first time and she got pregnate and she has been cutting ehrslef. 

i think she has depsressiona dn ehr paretns don't give a shit. 

pardon my french 
 

Mom: Don't worry I probably would have said it the same way. 

Levi how long has she been this way. We needto get her checked 

out. 

 

Levi: started after that party. joey dumped her for kelly and well 



chris and jsutin knwo she's rpegnate too. only chris and i know 

about the cutting. 

 

Levi: thats why i sent the check to chris becasue i wanted him to 

help ehr out. his family needs help mroe then he can give and i 

gave it to them and now he can help beck. 

 

Mom: Get her over here now. i'll call Christopher. 

 

-levi drives to beck's hosue and knocks- 

 

-Lance opens the door- 

 

Levi: i'm kidnapping your sister 

 

Lance; Alright. It's not like mom and dad are gonna call 

anyways. BECCA! GET DOWN HERE! IT'S LEVI. 

 

-Becca comes dwon the stairs. Shes wearinga baggy sweater and 

is glareing at Levi.- 

 
Levi: i told my mom. she wants you to come with mea dn she is 

getting chris 

 

-levi grabs her ahnd and pulls her tot eh door- 

 

Becca: What!? 



 

Levi: i had to you need help kid~! 

 

-Lance looks confused.- 

 

Levi: want to coem to lance your the uncle 

 

Lance; Becca? What's going on.....? 

 

-they go to Levi's car- 

 

-one the way up beck explains everything to alnce- 

 

-once they get there chris is already there- 

 

-by the time she's done she's crying.- 

 

Lance; I'm not angry at you Becca. I just with you had told me. 

 

levi: good thing i sent the check to chris 

 
mom: Okay now that we're all assembled. lets go into the living 

room. 

 

-levi pakrs getting ebck out of the car- 

 

Chris: Wha? 



 

Lrevi: i'm thirsty anyone thursty? 

 

Mom: there's some drinks in the living room. now everyone sit 

down. 

 

-levi sits down next to lance- 

 

Mom: Now lets start from the beginning. Levi why don't you 

srat. 

 

Levi: where? 

 

Mom: The beginning. Just tell us what you know. 

 

Levi: okay. we were on the trial and i pulled beck aside so we 

could talk. i found out then. afterward in the ktichen ti spille 

dout to chirs then jsutin walked in eharing something about a 

kid and figured it out. i've been trying to get beck to say 

something since then and then i told ehr they knew. then when 

she was stubborna nd wouldn't tell chris what was going on i 
went to see chris's mom -c- 

 

Chris: So my mom knows about this? 

 

Levi: when i saw how bad she was and she told me how she 

hated what was going on with chris, nos he doesn't know, i wnet 



home and wrote the check for 10000 dollaors so his family 

could get a better palce get food and crap. and that emant chris 

could finally help beck witht eh kid and beck could maybe come 

to her senses 

 

Levi: thats it 

 

-levi pulls his knees to his chest- 

 

Levi: oh and on the way up beck told alnce everything 

 

Levi: i'm done 

 

Mom: Okay. 

 

inner levi: beck could give the baby up for adoption 

 

Chris: The pregnancy I can handle. But what hurts me is the 

cutting. Becca we all care about you. And the trth is that i've had 

a crush on you since middle school. Only I was too much of a 

wuss to say it. 
 

Becca; Really? 

 

Chris; I've been waiting for a while now to say it. where did you 

think I got all those ideas for songs? 

 



Becca: I thought it was dani. 

 

Chris; Not even close. 

 

Lance: So what now? 

 

mom: Well it's too late to terminate the pregnancy. 

 

Becca; i wouldn't have done that anyways. 

 

Mom; But there are options. One of them is adoption. 

 

Becca: I don't know what i should do. 

 

-levi nods. he looks at his mom. she was already 4 monthes 

along and was getting big and more moody- 

 

Mom: Well you'll have time to think about it. In the meantime we 

should get you to an obgyn and see how the baby is doing. from 

the sounds of it you're two months along. -stands up- We're 

takeing your car Levi. Come on. 
 

Levi: fine, seems i'm been playing chofur for a hwile now 

 

Mom: Deal. 

 

-levi gets into his car and is able to fit is mom int he front- 



 

-the other three are int he back- 

 

Levi: its a small car. do you think dad will give me his truck? 

 

-Becca is in the middle . Chris rubs her back- 

 

mom: He took it when he went to work. Lets go. 

 

Levi: ehs tinks. maybe AJ will like me and buy me a bigger car 

 

-levi pulls out and gets tot he hospital his mom points out- 

 

-Becca looks stone faced the whole time- 

 

-they go in and an hour later they come out- 

 

Chris: So what happend? 

 

Levi: glad i don't ahve to deal with this stuff 

 
Mom: they couldn't tell the sex  but they think it's going to be a 

boy. I was right about her being two months along. It's als 

osomewhat underweight. 

 

Becca; And I'm keeping it. 

 



-they look at her- 

 

Lance; You sure? 

 

Becca: Yes. 

 

Levi: i'm happy for her 

 

Chris; Becca i'm so sorry i did this to you. -hugs her- 

 

Becca: Not your falut. Mine. 

 

Levi: rubbers 

 

Mom: well either way we should be getting back to the house. 

Your father will be wanting to know where we are. 

 

Levi: i kidnapped mother and tried to kill your child 

 

-levi says it evilly- 

 
Mom: Levi. 

 

Levi: what? 

 

-she gives him the look- 

 



Levi: sorry mommy 

 

Chris; i know that one. 

 

Mom: Now call your father and tell him that we'll be haveing 

guest s for dinner. 

 

-they go back to house and find all of backstreet boys outisde 

playing foot ball. brian is getting tackled- 

 

Levi: dad you suck! 

 

Kevin; Hey squirt! 

 

Levi: i'm not THAT small 

 

Brian; Way to rub it in. 

 

Kevin: Yeah yeah. 

 

AJ: Who're your friends/ 
 

Levi: this is poofu chris and becca 

 

Lance; Levi! 

 

Levi: i mean lance 



 

Nick: Nice to meet ya'll. 

 

Levi: come on give me that ball and yal go long 

 

Nick; Think fast! 

 

-tosses ball at Levi- 

 

-he catches it- 

 

Levi: go long 

 

Mom: lets go inside -she and Becca go in- 

 

Howie: I'm open! 

 

-levi tosses it and runs intot eh yard. chris follows and alnce 

stays behind- 

 

-they play witht hem then go inside coverd in dirt.... all of them- 
 

Levi: i'm a dirty boy 

 

Mom: Wipe your feet! all of you! 

 

AJ; Yes ma'm! 



 

-levi walks in without wipsing- 

 

-his mom gives him the look again- 

 

Levi: hah the tesosteron level in this houshold is largeer then 

the estrogen 

 

Brian: Not for much longer. with your mom and Becca...... 

 

Levi: well i'm gay so it kind of means i can act like a woman and 

no one cares 

 

-levi runs upt he staris putting dirt everywhere- 

 

Mom: I just cleaned that too! grrrr. -looks up the staris- 

Rebecca? You changed yet? 

 

Levi: love you too mommy! 

 

Becca: Yeah. -she comes down in a blue maternity shirt- 
 

-levi changes into shorts and t-shirt- 

 

Mom: If I hadn't worked so hard to have you i would have eaten 

that boy while his bones were still soft. 

 



Levi: you know some woman ask for the father to get fat with 

them, so they don't feel as bad 

 

Becca; I'm pregnant not crazy. 

 

Levi: yay, i wonder what i would taste like fried 

 

-levi walks over to lance- 

 

Mom: You're going to find out in a second! 

 

lance; you really know how to push bottons. 

 

Levi: my dad and 'uncles' save me becasue they like me THAT 

much 

 

-levi grins big and wide- 

 

AJ; Yeah. we love him that much.  

 

-levi puts his arm around lance- 
 

Mom: all of you make yourselves useful and help me with 

dinner. 

 

Lance: This is going to be one wild ride. 

 



Levi: i'm going to take alnce outside for a second okay? 

 

-he takes him into the bakyard- 

 

Mom: Okay. 

 

Lance: Yeah? 

 

-walks lance over ot the pool. he makes sure no one is look and 

when alnce thinks he's gonna kiss him everyone isndie ehars a 

splash- 

 

Levi:t aht will cool you off! 

 

Lance: ahahahahahaha! 

 

-he splahes levi twice- 

 

-levi dodges them- 

 

Lance; Get back here! 
 

Levi; ha ha ha ha ha 

 

ha 

 

-Lance grabs Levi and kisses him- 



 

-and pushes him into the pool- 

 

Levi: damn you! 

 

-levi pulls lance back- 

 

Becca: Don't kill eachother! 

 

-levi wraps his arms around alnce kissing him- 

 

Levi: how can we when his hand is down my shorts?! 

 

Nick: dear god he is gay 

 

AJ: So? 

 

Kevin: As long as he's happy i don't care. 

 

Nick: no one look outside! 

 
Howie: less talking more cooking. 

 

-levi gasps and gets his shirt taken off- 

 

Mom: don't go too far kids! 

 



Lance; We won't! 

 

-levi kisses him some more- 

 

-a while later they come in soaksing wet and shirtless- 

 

Mom: StOp! 

 

-levi pretends to keep going- 

 

Mom: Wait right there and I'll grab some towels! HOLDIT RIGHT 

THERE IF YOU VALUE YOUR LIFE MISTER! 

 

-levi takes off up the stairs. alnce stasy there- 

 

Mom: IF I WASN'T PREGNANT YOU WOULD BE DEAD RIGHT 

NOW! my house will never be clean! 

 

Levi: haha thank you daddy for having no control voer your 

sperm! 

 
-a door shuts- 

 

Lance: why am i dating him 

 

Brian: I won't tell him that we planned it. 

 



Becca: Don't ask us. 

 

-lance gets a towel and goes upt o levi's room where he finds his 

tan ass staring him int he face- 

 

Levi: i'll let you wear some of my clothes 

 

lance; Woah....Thanks....Nice butt. 

 

Levi: thanks 

 

-he shakes it- 

 

Levi: can i see yours? 

 

-Lance rolls his eyes and gets dressed- 

 

-levi doesn't turn around- 

 

Lance: sure. -shows it- 

 
-levi truns aorund- 

 

Levi: yummy 

 

-he goes over and slaps it- 

 



Lance; You can look but you can't ow too late. 

 

-he finishes getting dressed- 

 

-levi dresses too. alnce saw everything, thats for sure- 

 

Levi:g etting you wet was my excuse to see you naked 

 

Lance: Lets get downstairs. You're mom has probably already 

gottne a few gray hairs from yelling at us. Helping with dinner is 

the least we can do. 

 

-levi sighs putting his arms around lance's waist- 

 

Levi: i guess we can go down their 

 

Mom from downstaris: Whe you two are done up there help with 

dinner! 

 

Levi: but my hand is stuck inhim anus mom! 

 
Mom: Har har! wahs your hands and get your butts down here 

now! 

 

Lance; She's the biggest mother figure I've had. 

 

Levi: she is great 



 

Brian: Listen to your mother son! 

 

Levi: okay now thats a man you have to lsiten to 

 

AJ: Hurry! She's going to destroy us! 

 

-levi kisses lance some- 

 

Kevin: calm down Leighanne. 

 

Levi: i really really want to push you tot he bed right now -he 

says it softly- 

 

Lance; Me to but I really don't want to envoke the wrath of 

mount Mr. and Mrs. Litterel plus baby. 

 

Brian: levi? Hurry up! 

 

Levi: comming 

 
Levi: i wish 

 

-levi pulls lance down the stairs- 

 

Lance: Some other time. 

 



Leighanne: Now go help in the kitchen. I'm sitting down for a bit. 

 

-levi goes intot eh ktichena dn starts to help with diner like alot- 

 

Levi: alright mom 

 

-he kisses her head- 

 

Becca; Anything you want me to do? -she standing there unsure 

what to do next. Chris is helping with the veggies- 

 

Levi: beck you rest with my mom please? the boys have it 

 

Becca: Okay. -she sits down- 

 

Levi: i've been cooking dinner alot growing up. i know how to 

work a kitchen 

 

Baby: -kick kick kick kick- 

 

-levi wroks witht eh chicken- 
 

Becca: ow. 

 

-a littel alter- 

 

Levi: dinner! the teens are done 



 

-levi lance and chris were the onces cooking- 

 

Howie: That was fast. 

 

-lance and chris sit down and levi sets the table. he is wearing an 

apron- 

 

Levi: i'm that good. and theya re too 

 

Chris; I take care of my sister so I need to learn to cook fast. 

 

Lance; No trouble really 

 

-Becca goes over and sits between Chris and lance. 

 

-levi gets all the food on and gives the grown up whoa ren't prego 

wine and everyone else milk- 

 

Levi: there. 

 
-he is still wearing the pink apron- 

 

Inner Becca: Here again you bastard. -looking at the milk- 

 

Lance: Becca I know you don't like milk but the baby needs the 

proper nutrition 



 

-levi sits down- 

 

Becca; Tell me something i don't know -chugs it- 

 

-between his mom and alnce- 

 

-they eat in scilence for most of the meal- 

 

Levi: mom, waht are we going to do about becka dn lance? with 

their parents i mean 

 

Brian: I don't want you kids staying in that house after Becca 

has had the baby. 

 

Levi: they don't even know yet! 

 

Leighanne: Lance I want you to call them later and tell them. 

Afterwards we'll figure out what we'll do. 

 

-levi puts his hand on lance's knee- 
 

Levi: mom? dad? 

 

Leighanne: yes? 

 

Levi: thank you for helping them. 



 

Brian; No trouble at all. They're practically family now anyways. 

 

Leighanne: Chris you should be involved in the baby's life as 

well. 

 

Levi: duh! 

 

inner levi: man i barley know these popel but they've become 

such good friends. what would ahve ahppened if i never moved 

here? 

 

Chris; Yeah I know. I'm just wondering how the hell I'm going to 

balance that and helping my mom with my sisters. She lost her 

job and has to find a new one so I'm the one brining home the 

bacon. 

 

inner levi: beck wouldn't be pregoa dn would still be dating joey 

thats for sure 

 

Levi: i can write another check ya know 
 

Levi: i don't need the money now 

 

Chris: It's okay really. I'll figure something out. 

 

Becca; Chris you can't pay all the bills on your own. 



 

Levi: i'm here to helpa nd really i need to get rid of the money. 

my paretns are into me buying electronics and candy 

 

aren't 

 

Brian: Take it. You need it more than we do. 

 

Chris; Yes sir. 

 

Leighanne: I heard you so some writeing Christopher. 

 

Levi: can get you a better home and give your family a good life 

while you start your own 

 

-levi finishes his milk- 

 

-Becca meanwhile is helping herself to seconds- 

 

Levi: mom call him chris, or chirssy whatever works 

 
Leighanne: Alright. Chris. Tell us more about your writeing. 

 

Levi: yeah chrissy 

 

Chris: It's nothing. Just some stuff I wrtoe a few months back. i 

do it sometimes in my free time but it's not that good. 



 

Brian: Can I have a look? 

 

Becca: Chris didn't one of your poems wim some sort of contest? 

 

Chris; Yeah. The prize was that we got to record it. I'ts not that 

good. 

 

-levi gives his dad the stuff he gave him oon the hike- 

 

Levi: dad you guys can do somethin with it right? 

 

Brian: Is this the one? 

 

Levi: i might 

 

AJ: Of course we can. 

 

Howie: New talent. Always room for more. 

 

Levi: see chris your a writer now 
 

Chris; Thanks. 

 

Levi: now just to get jc................ 

 

Leighanne: Does he know yet? 



 

Nick: Know what? 

 

Kevin; Haven't you been paying attention!? -points to Becca's 

bump- 

 

Nick: Wha?....Ohhhh. 

 

Levi: i love nick, he is so clueless 

 

Howie; You dunce. 

 

Levi: we have to tell him and joe 

 

Nick: So that means I'm getting to be an uncle times two! 

 

Becca; Telling jc doesn't scare me too mcuh but Joey.... 

 

Levi: i'll do it 

 

Levi: i like tell stories 
 

Lance: Thank you. 

 

Becca; I'll try to continue school as best I can. It'll be hard but I'll 

try. And as far as college goes I'll have to do that online. 

 



-later- 

 

Lance: -hangs up phone- Mom and dad know now. 

 

Becca: And? 

 

Lance: Same reaction as always. Mom didn't care. 

 

Becca: And Dad? 

 

Levi: why do they even ahve kids if they are going to be like 

this?! 

 

Lance: He said that is you were in such a big hurry to grow up 

then you could start right now. Basically we've been kicked out 

of the house. 

 

Becca; Dad 

 

Becca: Dad's been weird ever since mom died. 

 
Levi: eyah you staying ehre. Lance can be in my room! 

 

-levi hugs lance arouns the waist- 

 

Lance; I don't mom ever got over her first marrige/ 

 



Levi: yeah joey and jc are happy for you and chris beck 

 

Brian: Was going to have you two stay here anyways. I didn't 

like those two from the start. 

 

Becca; that's a shocker. I would've thought Joey would be pissed. 

 

Levi:a nd i'm going to do a big thing for chris and bring all his 

sistera over nad have a big aprty for them. cheer them up ya 

know? 

 

Leighanne: Still groundedrember that. 

 

Levi: please mommy? 

 

-he gets on his knees in front of ehr- 

 

Levi: their mom just got out of the hospitala nd her kids are 

really worried ya know? 

 

Brian; Leighanne. With all that they've been through. 
 

Brian; Go ahead. We'll be superviseing though. Becca I want you 

to go to bed early. 

 

levi: PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 



Levi: i lvoe you i love you i love you! 

 

-he hugs her aroudn the feet- 

 

Leighanne: It's your father you should be hugging. Not me. 

 

-levi srambles to his dad jumping on him- 

 

Levi: DADDY! 

 

Brian; Big baby. 

 

Lance: and at 16 years old 

 

-that weekend- 

 

levi:w elecome to my hosue girls! 

 

sister 1: wow! 

 

Levi: there's a pool int eh back and my mom fixed up some 
snacks. go ahve fun 

 

-they run in and make themselves at home. theier followed cy 

Chris and his mom- 

 

Chris; Thanks man. 



 

Levi: hi mrs. kirkpartick 

 

Bev: Hello. 

 

Levi: its no problem at all 

 

-Chris and his mom sit out on the deck. Becca comes downstaris 

and sits next to chris- 

 

Bev: Well I'll be. I really am gonn be a grandma soon aren't I? 

 

Chris; Yeah. I'm really sorry. 

 

Bev; Too late for that. You two just need to take care of 

yourselves and the baby. 

 

Levi: young men, can't control themselves 

 

-levi smiles- 

 
Bev: You're telling me. 

 

-she smiles- 

 

Levi: but i'm really glad your doing good 

 



Bev: Cancer is in remission and the doctors say there's a one in 

ten chance that it'll come back. 

 

levi: you look good. did you get the second check? 

 

Bev: Yes. I'm not takeing chances as long as I have the girls to 

look after. 

 

-Lance comes down the stairs. he's still in his pjs- 

 

Levi: be glad chrissy can make friends with celebrities 

 

Levi: oh doesn't he look cute? 

 

Lance; mmhha turwtqh tqht. 

 

Chris: I must have done something really good. Either that or 

someone up there really likes me. 

 

Levi: god loves all people 

 
-levi walks voer to alnce playing with his hair- 

 

Lance; Meh. 

 

Levi: meh yourself 

 



-not a morning person- 

 

Levi: i took a shower. that makes me a morning person. if i 

don't..... i'm worse then you. coem on 

 

Lance; meh 

 

-takes lance to the bathroom starting the shower- 

 

Lance; eh? Water? 

 

Levi: come on 

 

-tugs at his shirt- 

 

Lance; I dun wanna go to school. 

 

Levi: another thing that mgith wake you is a good blow 

 

-drops his pants- 

 
Lance: I feel a draft in my nether reagions. It feels pretty good 

actually. 

 

Levi: come on shower time. i'll scrub you off 

 

Lance: Okay. -he strips and gets in- 



 

-levi soaps up a sponge and washes his chest- 

 

Levi: waking up yet? 

 

Lance; a little. 

 

-levi moves the sponge down south- 

 

Lance; a little more awake. 

 

Levi: ya know sometimes to really wake myslef off i jerk off. it 

really works 

 

-levi is clsoe to hisear- 

 

Lance: lets test the theroy? 

 

Levi: jerking off is when you do it to yourself. i'll wash your back 

while you do it 

 
-turns him arouns- 

 

-Lance Jerks off and Levis wahes him.- 

 

Lance; Yup I'm awake now. 

 



Levi: damn. now i'm hard. 

 

-levi gets the shwoer head and washes him off- 

 

-Lance gets out and dries off before getting dressed- 

 

Lance: I'm heading to the pool. See ya there? 

 

Levi: mkay7. let me just get rid of my boner. oha nd there are 

many girls int eh pool too. little ones 

 

-levi unzips his pants- 

 

Lance; Okay. i'll be sure to be calmed down when I get there 

then. 

 

-levi's aonts drop and lance stares- 

 

Levi: i'm not as big as you 

 

Lance; Nope. 
 

Lance: But it's still impressive. 

 

Levi: do we ahve to go to the pool? why can't we just stay in here 

for a while? 

 



-levi touches himself- 

 

Lance; Okay. Lets stay here for a bit. 

 

-levi groans- 

 

-lance walks over taking off levi's shirt- 

 

Lance; So what do you want to do? 

 

Levi: we've never been with men beofre so why don't we start 

with the basic? 

 

-levi takes his ahdn off himself and reaches out taking lance's 

clothes off- 

 

Lance; Okay. -he kisses Levi. 

 

-levi puts his arms around him- 

 

-he presses himself against him- 
 

-Lance continues kissing him and moves his hands down to 

levi's crotch- 

 

-the door opens- 

 



Chris: oops. Sorry guys. Haveing fun? 

 

Levi: until you got in here 

 

Levi: you can join us if you want 

 

Chris; No thanks. I may be bi but i'm not interested in you guys. 

carryon without me. -shuts door- 

 

Lance; he's just not wanting to "cheat" on Becca. They're not 

technically dateing. He's just the father of the baby. 

 

-levi puts his arms around lance again grinding against him- 

 

Levi: oh my god 

 

lance: That feels good. 

 

-levi does it again gasping- 

 

Lance; Keep it up. 
 

-levi puts his ahdn between them grabbing both their dicks and 

rubbing them together- 

 

Levi: oh............ 

 



Lance; Oh fuck yeah! 

 

-he kisses lance softly- 

 

Levi: ground might be easier 

 

Lance: maybe just a bit. 

 

-levi lies on the ground pulling alnce on him- 

 

Levi: now you do what i did 

 

-Lance grinds against Levi and rubs thier dicks together. he 

kisses levi hard on the mouth while doing all of this- 

 

-levi moans deep in his throat- 

 

-the damn door opens again- 

 

AJ; what's takeing you guy - oh geeze sorry! 

 
Levi: LEAVE! 

 

-AJ shuts the door quickly- 

 

-Lance gets up and locks it- 

 



Lance; Now we can be aloe. 

 

Levi: thank you! 

 

Levi: i want to cum alreadya nd be is enjoy first grnding sesion 

with a man 

 

Levi: first grinding session all together 

 

Lance: let go for it then. -continues wit hthe grinding- 

 

Levi: i'm really close 

 

Lance; Almost there. 

 

Lance; OH YEAH! -cums- 

 

-levi throws his ehad back holding alnce's arms- 

 

Levi: DAMN IT! 

 
Levi: holy crap........... that was................. 

 

Lance; Awesome to say the least. -flops over- 

 

-levi rubs his face- 

 



-he grasb teh towel alnce used and wipes hismelf off- 

 

Levi: yummy........... coverd in you and me 

 

Lance; Yeah. 

 

-levi wipes lance off. the stand, dress, and leave- 

 

-Lance dires off and does the same- 

 

Levi: the bathroom is open now, and yes we cleaned off the walls 

 

AJ: Thank you. 

 

Levi: enjoy watching us? 

 

-walks past him into kitchen- 

 

AJ: Not really. It was just akward. 

 

-Becca, Leighanne, and some of the girls are makeing lunch- 
 

Levi: its be werid if it was my parents who walked in 

 

-he goes into the ktichen- 

 

Levi: hi girls 



 

Leighanne: I'm glad i didn't. 

 

Becca: Hi. 

 

Levi: whats for lunch? 

 

Leighanne: Sanwhiches for now. We'll be doing some more 

cooking later but some of the girls are getting hungry and i don't 

want them dying by the time the food is ready. 

 

Levi: yummy 

 

-levi heads outside- 

 

Levi: how you girls doing? 

 

Girls: Good! 

 

Levi: later we can play video games in the family room 

 
Girls: Yay! 

 

-in the kichen- 

 

Becca; Leighanne? Do you think Chris really wants to be part of 

hte baby's life? 



 

Leighanne: i think he does 

 

Leighanne: you guys will be good parents 

 

Becca: It's just that i feel like I'm just weighing him down. I mean 

we're not really even dateing. 

 

-Becca has bandges on her arms- 

 

Leighanne: many people have been like that. You know, me and 

brian weren't dated but he got be pregnated with Levi 

 

Leighanne: i wanted an abortion and didn't want brian involved 

 

Becca: Really?  

 

-she nods- 

 

Leighanne: but he finds outa nd said he wanted to be part of the 

babies life and would help me. when i was a few monthes along 
we started to bond and we dated, and one thing led to another 

and he was one when we were married 

 

Leighanne: biggest blessing in my life those two 

 

-watches as levi is pulled intot eh pool by three girls- 



 

Becca; I see. I doubt that'll happen to me and Chris. I belive him 

when he says he had a crush on me for a while. He was always 

giving me his gummy bears when we were kids. But  'm just not 

sure. 

 

Lance; Let him have it girls! 

 

Levi: i ahte you all! 

 

-he goes under water- 

 

Chris; Love you toom man. 

 

-there's a knock at the door- 

 

Legihanne: *laugh* trust me you'll fall in love with him too. 

 

AJ: i'll get it~! 

 

-aj opens the door- 
 

AJ: hi 

 

Justin: Are we late? 

 

AJ: ahh you must be jsutina nd jc right? 



 

-Jc and Joey are behind him- 

 

Jc: That we are. 

 

AJ: oh and joey. come in 

 

Joey: Hey. 

 

Levi: HELP ME! 

 

-they go in- 

 

AJ: levi is being dunked by grils 

 

Joey; I'll rescue you! Superman! 

 

-he runs and jumps into the pool splahing all the girls and swims 

over to levi- 

 

Joey: I'll save you! 
 

Brian: Dear god Joey are you trying to take all the water out of 

the pool? 

 

Justin; He's just got too much energy for a guy his size., 

 



Jc: And how are you ladies? -goes over to Leighanne and Becca- 

 

Becca; We're fine. 

 

Leighanne: Good. Yourself? 

 

Levi: my hero! 

 

-cling arouns his necka dn taking him under too- 

 

Joey: Glad I could help. 

 

Jeoy: -glug- 

 

Chris; Kelly's not here? 

 

Jc: We invited her to come but she didn't think it would be wise. 

 

Becca; i'm not mad at her if that's what's bothering her. 

 

Levi: i wouldn't come. theya re trying to drownd me! 
 

-three grisl jump on him once morea nd down he goes- 

 

-the girls come up giggling- 

 

Girl: heh heh we are evil! 



 

Bev: go easy on him girls. 

 

Girl 2: he's fine 

 

-levi is still under- 

 

Chris: Don't worry about him mom. 

 

Leighanne: he can hold his breath right? 

 

Becca: I thik he can... 

 

Lance: Oh crap. 

 

-Joey goes down and pulls Levi up- 

 

-levi is out- 

 

Jc: uh-oh 

 
Joey; this isn't good. -puts levi on the pool deck and begins cpr- 

 

-levi start to couch up around the third round- 

 

Joey; there we go. 

 



Girls: We're sory we're sorry! -they run up to him crying- 

 

Levi: crap *cough* i was taking a *couch* breath right when i 

went under *cough spit* 

 

Levi: its my bad 

 

-he hugs the girls- 

 

Levi: i've been in worse right dad? 

 

-he looks over at him and nick- 

 

Brian: Yup. 

 

-levi stands up picking up all three grils- 

 

Levi: pay back! 

 

-the fourth girl hides behind chris- 

 
-he throws them into the pool on a count of three- 

 

Levi: i'm evil 

 

-levi starts to cough water up again- 

 



Leighanne: just getit all out honey 

 

Justin: Easy man. 

 

levi: i'm fine 

 

-he takes a deep breath- 

 

Levi: swallowed some too. bleck 

 

-levi goes isnide upt o becka nd his mom- 

 

-he shakes himself off all over them- 

 

Becca; Here-hands him a sandwhich- 

 

Levi: thank you 

 

-takes a big bite out of it- 

 

Leighanne: we do hae towels. 
 

Levi: come outside pregos 

 

Levi: i like using you better 

 

Becca: We'll just get stuck in the doorway 



 

-he takes the back of her shirta nfd wipes his face- 

 

Levi: what are mom's for? 

 

Leighanne: It's a good thing for you you're my son. 

 

Becca: anyone but your biological mother would have fed you to 

the wolves long ago. -grins- 

 

Leighanne: That sums it up. 

 

Levi: i'm surprised i have survived so long 

 

-levi walks back outside- 

 

Levi: but come out, or i'll sick the rest of the men on you 

 

-Becca and Leighanne shake thier heads- 

 

Becca: We're not going anywhere. 
 

-the men are able to get them out and into the shade- 

 

-levi goes tot eh front yard to get the football- 

 

Lance: i love your son 



 

-Chris carries Becca out and has her in his lap- 

 

Brian: I don't blame you. 

 

-brian and leighanne sits next to them- 

 

-levi then sneaks up behind them witha  huge bucket full of 

water. he soaks all four of them then RUNS!- 

 

Levi: I AM SO FREAKIN' EVIL! 

 

Becca: levi! you're a dead man! quit scareing the baby! 

 

Levi: i'm dead aren't i dad? -he is on the other side of the lawn- 

 

Girls: yay pay back! 

 

Brian: Yeah pretty much. jsut be grateful that your purusers are 

either preggo, too old to chase you, or have someone sitting on 

them. 
 

Levi: come on old man! 

 

Becca: Go get him for me will ya? -the girls run after levi- 

 

-levi shakes his butt then runs off- 



 

-he is chased all around the yard front and back- 

 

Becca: ow ow owowowowowow. 

 

Lance: dang he can run! 

 

Chris: Baby kicks? 

 

Becca: yes. it's settleing down a bit but the kid sure knows how 

to kick. 

 

Levi: you cann't catch me -he sticks his tongue out- 

 

Brian: Why do you think he does track? 

 

-he looks at the grils who are screaming at him then something 

really bad happens- 

 

Levi: MOTHER FUCKER! 

 
-he ftrips goes flying and falls down screaming bloody mary- 

 

-Becca stands up and screams. Brain gos insideto call 911 and 

Leighanne goes to check on him- 

 

-the grils stop dead in their tracks- 



 

Levi: oh my god i can't look at my foot liek this 

 

-it was like twisted and a bone was ticking out- 

 

Leighanne: Grils go inside right now. levi it'll be okay. the 

ambulence is on it's way. 

 

Levi: damn it i hate carma 

 

Levi: i can't feel my foot mom 

 

Chris; Come on girls. 

 

Leighanne: Just try to stay calm. 

 

-the ambulence arrives and takesLevi away to the hospital.- 

 

Levi: i hope i can still run in the srping- 

 

-it was late october- 
 

-at the hospital- 

 

Levi; ow owowowowowowowo OUCH THAT HURTS! 

 

Doc: Try to hold still. I know it hurts. 



 

Levi: god knock me out or soemthing! my bone snaped in half! 

 

Doc; just be glad it was a clean break. Otherwise we would have 

had to amputate. 

 

Doc: but with todays medicine it will heal in a few monthes 

 

-levi groans- 

 

Levi: can i still run?! 

 

Doc; we won't know until it's fully healed. 

 

-they knock him outa nd operate. leighanne and briana re in the 

waiting room and leighanne is in tears- 

 

Brian: honey tis jsut his foot. 

 

joey: He'll be okay. 

 
Brian: and the others are at eht house playing and trying not to 

freak out like you 

 

-lance and joey are there too- 

 

Leighanne: i know but my baby has never done anything like 



this before! 

 

Joey: First time for everything. 

 

Leighanne: my poor baby boy! 

 

-she cries more into a tishue- 

 

leighanne baby: kick 

 

Brian: if she wasn't pregonate she'd eb saying he ahd it comin 

 

Brian: which he did but not this bad 

 

Lance: those kids are gonna be a handful. 

 

-an hour alter lance and jeoy head back tot eh palce. several 

hours later the doc comes out- 

 

Brian: well? 

 
Doc: He'll be fine. If he wants to run in the spring though he'll 

need to stay off that foot until the season comes. And even then 

he shouldn't work it too hard. 

 

Brian: he watns to do alot of running and do the pullvault this 

year too 



 

Doc: He can do those things put he needs to be extra careful. 

 

Brian: thank you doctor 

 

Leighanne: can i see my baby now? 

 

Doc: no prob. 

 

Doc; yes. he's still under the anesthesia but he can have visitors. 

 

-they go in. he is sleeping still and his foots in a cast with black 

wrapping- 

 

Doc: he wanted balck before we put him under 

 

Brian; Typical of him 

 

Leighanne: oh my baby boy 

 

-she holds onto hsi ahdn trying to get herslef under control- 
 

Brian: oarry about ehr, she's pregnate. noramlly she would be 

saying he deserved it which he did ahve that coming. he dumped 

us all with ice water and was being chased by three yound grils 

then tripping on a root i need to remove 

 



-the fourth girl was in the pool- 

 

Doc: Boys will be boys. 

 

Lance: your a dork levi 

 

-he runs his ahdn through his hair- 

 

-levi moans- 

 

Lance; You know you had this coming. I still love you. 

 

-he moves his head a bit- 

 

Levi: shut it bass 

 

-its quiet but you could hear the sarcasm- 

 

Lance; fine. no chocolate for you. 

 

Leighanne: my baby, how do you feel? 
 

Levi: i want chocolate! 

 

Lance; Saaaaayyy pleeeeese. -smiles- 

 

Levi: i feel as high as a kite, i just might................... 



 

-he is litly singing and he opens his eyes slowly- 

 

Levi: please lance? 

 

Lance: Okay. 

 

-levi pouts a little- 

 

-hands him some- 

 

-levi sucks on some, still dazed- 

 

Lance; And what do you say after? 

 

Levi: when can i go home? i want to get those girls. thank you 

 

-kisses his fingers- 

 

Brian: You can go home tomorrow morning. The girls went 

home a few hours ago. You've been out of it all afternoon. 
 

Levi: damn. how did everyone react when i did my high class 

back flip? 

 

lance; Becca screamed and according to her the baby freaked 

out as well, aj and the guys were scared as hell, and basically 



everyone thought you were dead for a while. 

 

Levi heh heh 

 

-he looks at his cast- 

 

Levi: yay they put it in black 

 

Levi: you can use matalic sharpies! 

 

Leighanne: And even when it comes off the doctors want you to 

stay off it for a good long while and not work it too hard when 

track season comes.  

 

Brian: On the bright side you'll have a good reason for staying in 

front of the tv all day. 

 

Levi: yay and poop. 

 

Brian: You can havethe one in the living room. Your mom and 

Rebecca are takeing the one upstairs. 
 

Levi: i watned to go on the trail more and take the grils ya 

know? 

 

Lance; I can take them. 

 



Levi: why don't we put one in my room? then iw on't bug people. 

oh and put a mini frdge in there too! 

 

Brian: Dream on. 

 

Levi: poopy. 

 

-the next day- 

 

Levi: i geta  wheelchair that really sucks -he is singing it on his 

way out of the hosptial. lots of fansa nd cameras are there- 

 

Levi: yes i'm not dead everybody! 

 

Brian; Stop complaining.  

 

-they get to the house but are followed by paparazzi- 

 

Levi: ugh close the gate close the gate! -it shuts and the 

paparazzi its locks out- yes 

 
Guy with camera: Mr. Litterel! Is it ture that you're takeing care 

of a pregnant teenager? 

 

Levi: eyah and i'm the one pregnate! 

 

Inner evryone: How the hell did they find out? 



 

Levi: want to see my bump? i'll give you one two 

 

-levi gets out of the car and starts to wheel down tot eh gate to 

punch someone- 

 

Brian; levi no! 

 

-he keeps going. AJ runs out grasb the hweelchaira nd hweeling 

him inside- 

 

AJ: you aren't THAT old brian. 

 

Levi: come on let me hit one? 

 

Brian: I feel like it. And no. The last thing we need is a huge 

scandal on our hands. 

 

Becca; What was all that about?  

 

Chris; It was nothing Becca. just the press being obnoxious. 
 

Levi: hello everyone, i'm not dead! 

 

-his wheelhair has flamew on it- 

 

Kevin; Gald to hear it squirt. 



 

Levi: just becasue i'm in a weheelchair 

 

wheelchair.............. 

 

Nick; Arron called wanted to know how you were doing. 

 

Levi: tell him i can still kick his but at basketball 

 

butt 

 

Nick: I'll be sure to tell him that. 

 

Becca: good to have you back levi. -she comes sown the steps- 

 

Becca; i think the baby is happy to have you back too. 

 

Levi: it better be 

 

-he pats her tummy- 

 
Baby: -KICK- 

 

Becca; ow. 

 

Levi: it can't hurt that bad beck 

 



Becca; This kid can kick. 

 

-levi rolls out into the back where the girls run over to him 

screaming- 

 

Girls: Levi! 

 

Levi: hey girls 

 

Girl: i'm so sorry! 

 

Girl 2: we didn't mean it 

 

AJ: Don't be. He had it coming. 

 

Girl 4: i was in the freakin pool 

 

Levi: shut it AJ. its okay. karma kicked my butt big time 

 

-she hugs them- 

 
Brian: levi phone! 

 

-levi rolls inside. he chats on the phone for a while then gets off 

of it graoning- 

 

Howie; Who was it? 



 

Levi: Johnny 

 

Jc: who? 

 

Levi: he is the manager of backstreet, and me in a way 

 

Levi: music wise 

 

Chris; I see. 

 

Becca; What did he want? 

 

Levi: he got me an interveiw with people to talk about this stunt 

of mine and me coming out. i don't see a big deal but whatever 

 

Brian; It's up to you. 

 

Levi: just want a cover story on me 

 

Levi: i don't care, it can clear up rumors and crap 
 

Joey; What i want to know is how the hell the press found out 

about Becca. 

 

Becca; You've got to be kidding Joey. We all know it was chrissy 

 



Nick: Who? 

 

Chris: School slut. 

 

Levi: i had to take ehr to my first dance here. the night beck got 

knocks uo 

 

up 

 

Becca; She's been spreading rumors about me ever since she 

found out about my pregnancy. 

 

Joey: If I didn't belive in hitting girls I'd puch that brat into next 

week! 

 

Levi: reebcca if they ask about it, do you want me to clear it up 

without makeing a big thing about it? 

 

Becca; Please. I just don't want any more roumors. 

 

Levi: yeah i'm THAT good of a friend 
 

Becca; Thank you. 

 

Lance: hey we all pitched ina nd got you something 

 

Levi: crap what 



 

Becca; Here. -hands him her gift- 

 

-opens the box to find a kitten inside- 

 

Levi: a cat? 

 

Becca: Why not? 

 

-pick it up it immediatly squecks and clings to him- 

 

Levi; tis sooo cute! i mean. cool cats are cool 

 

Howie: we know you're a sucker for cute things levi. Don't try to 

hide it. 

 

-levi holds the kittne petting it- 

 

Levi: whatever i'm hungry mommy! 

 

Leighanne: okay. luch is on the table. Rebecca remember to 
drink your milk. 

 

Becca: yes yes I know.  

 

Inner Becca: You may have won the battle but I'll win the war. 

 



Levi; hehe the doc said the same to me! 

 

Chris: sometimes i wonder whats going on in her head when she 

gets that look on her face. 

 

Jc: Chris she 

 

Levi; talking to yourself, it passes the lonly hours 

 

jc: She's an evil genius.  

 

joey: and she's spawning another one. 

 

-levi rolls up to the table witht he kitten curled up in his lap. he 

ahd his way with cats- 

 

Chris: We're screwed. 

 

Kevin: So when's the interview? 

 

Levi: next week. i'm the cover of november. maybe they can get 
my butt on it 

 

Becca: Cool 

 

-the next week levi returns from the shoot 

 



-and interveiw- 

 

Becca; Hey. 

 

Levi: what up? 

 

-backstreet and brian were at stuido working- 

 

Becca; i'm seventeen as of today and I don't feel any diffrent. 

 

Levi: happy birthday, again! 

 

-he hugs her- 

 

Levi: lance had to drive me and he is weird when he drives 

 

Becca; Why do you think I had Joey drive me everywhere even 

when we weren't dateing? 

 

Levi: i got random signatures on my cast, and guess hwo was at 

the photostuido palce too? 
 

Becca; Who? 

 

Levi: all american rejects and they all signed it too 

 

Becca; Cool 



 

Levi+: you need to meet them. 

 

Becca; Not with this. -points to bump-  People already have a bad 

impression of me. 

 

Becca; It's my falut I know but still. 

 

Levi: oh its a great story to tell the kid. guess who you met while 

inside mommy? by teh way what are you going to name it? 

 

Levi; if boy if girl if both 

 

Becca; I don't know. I haven't really thougt it over. 

 

Levi: when do you find out if you have twins? 

 

Becca; Next month. 

 

-levi's mom come sina t the moment laughing ehr ehad off- 

 
Levi: wahts so funny? 

 

Leighanne: i totally forgot to tell you and your dad 

 

Levi: what......? 

 



Leighanne: i'm having twins. your dad was gone and then it just 

flew away from my mind 

 

Becca: Oh my. 

 

Levi: WHAT?! GOD NO! 

 

Leighanne: sorry huh. and they are both grils 

 

Levi; no!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 

 

-he mock cries- 

 

Becca: Oh stop complaining. 

 

Becca: They haven't been able to find out the sex because the 

baby has done a really impressive job of hideing it's genitailia 

 

Levi: WAAAAAAAAAAAAAH! 

 

Levi; if you have twins too i am just going to......... 
WAAAAAAAAAAAAH! 

 

-levi aprks his wheelchair and hopes from that tot eh couch. he 

gets hsimelf in a good spot turning the televistion on- 

 

Leighanne; stop it. You'll be a good big brother. 



 

Levi: its starting to get cold. i had to wear my jacket there for 

once 

 

-later that night beck and lance and levi are watching simpsons 

when brian coems home- 

 

Brian: hey honey 

 

Brian: hey kid 

 

Leighanne: Guess what. we're going to need two cradles for the 

nursurey. 

 

Brian: hey dad 

 

Brian: hey........ WHAT? 

 

-stares at ehr stomach- 

 

Leighanne; The other girl did a good job of hideing. 
 

Brian: i was wondering why you were alot bigger then when you 

were with levi. 

 

Levi: i was tiny! 

 



leighanne: Yes you were underweight when you were born. 

 

Brian: are they boy and girl? 

 

leighanne: Daddy's little girls. 

 

Brian: yay i'm so happy 

 

Levi: I'M NOT NONE OF THEM WILL BE AS MUCH OF ANA SS 

LIKE ME!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

-levi rests his head on lance's shoulder- 

 

Brian: get over it kid 

 

-he kisses his wife then comes in watching the simpsons too- 

 

Levi: i wish i could be on the simpsons. like quest star ya know? 

 

guest star 

 
Lance; Maybe you could ask? 

 

Levi; yeah. hey matt got any shows coming up that need a teen 

star whose the biggest pain in the ass  in nevada? 

 

Becca; i'd say yes. 



 

Brian: in the sotuheast ya mean 

 

southwest 

 

Levi: eh i'll elt him call me. they should put backstreet on there! 

they had *NSYNC 

 

Levi: i think the blonde was is sexy 

 

Becca: He came out a while ago didn't he? 

 

Levi: i know he is my hero!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Levi: cmae out in august a few years back 

 

Lance; and me and the guys all share names with them. 

 

Levi: brian tell them what i did when i saw that 

 

Brian: Your jaw nearly fell off. 
 

Brian: he comes up to me and asks, 'well if *NSYCN has a gay 

memebr which backstreet boy is gay?' 

 

Becca; I've been wondering if AJ isn't bi. 

 

Brian: in the southwest you mean



Levi: hahahhahahahahah 

 

-levi yawn really really big- 

 

Brian: Rember Becca. Don't stay up too late. 

 

Levi: i'm going to bed. come with me Bass 

 

Lance; alright. 

 

-levi gets in his wheelchair going over to the stiars. he is weird 

way he get sout of it sitting on the steps and going up on his 

butt- 

 

Levi: i'm i faster then yesterday? 

 

Lance; Not really. 

 

-Lance still beats him up the stairs- 

 

Levi: dman you 
 

-leance helps levi into his room and onto his bed- 

 

Levi: strip me naked bass 

 

Lance; yes brat prince -strips him- 



 

Levi: i'll take that as a compliment 

 

-levi hooks his fingers into lance's pj pnats- 

 

Levi: mmmmmmmmm 

 

Lance: you are one horney bastard aren't you? 

 

Levi: yeah, but i do wait till the time is right to ask fro the big 

stuff 

 

Levi: like sex 

 

Levi: anal sex to be perscise 

 

Lance; You sure you're ready for that? 

 

Levi: yeah i think i am. but i was palnning on being top first but 

becasue of my cast 

 
-levi lifts it then drops it down hard. it didn't hurt- 

 

-but he barley lifted it- 

 

lance; That might work best. 

 



Levi: here let me rephrase this 

 

-levi puts his ahdns on Lance's hips- 

 

Levi: i want you to make love to me Lance 

 

-he looks him in the face- 

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

-levi scoots himself up the bed pulling lance with him- 

 

-Lance takes his shirt and pants off kissing Levi- 

 

-levi kisses him back putting his ahdn on the back of his head- 

 

Levi:y ou know you guys keep calling me horny and i keep 

saying i warned you about that. i am a dir524ty 1boy nd   big 

perv1 

 

Lance: We like you for it. 
 

Lance; We like the fact that you're horney. besides Joey is jsut 

like you only he's straight. 

 

Levi: mmmmmmmmm 

 



Lance: Now lets do this. 

 

-levi nods and rubs alnce's cock some- 

 

lance; So how do you want to do this? 

 

Levi: me on back. i want to see you 

 

Lance; Okay. Roll over. 

 

Lance; Okay. -gets levi's leg and cast over his sholders- this'll 

make it easier. 

 

-levi nods, little nervous- 

 

Lance; it's going to be okay. If you need me to stop at any time 

just say the word. 

 

-levi reaches over and pulls some lube and condoms from his 

drawer- 

 
Levi: maky 

 

Lance; Those might help. 

 

-hands them over- 

 



-Lance rubs his cock to get it nice and hard then slides the 

comdom on and lubes everything up- 

 

-Lance gets into position.- 

 

Lance: I'll go slow. You ready? 

 

-levi nods- 

 

-Slowly lance pushes in carfully watching Levi's face- 

 

-levi gasps- 

 

Lance: You okay? 

 

-levi tilts his head back- 

 

Levi: yeah, just slowly 

 

inner levi; ouch? 

 
-lance nods and slowly pushes farther in- 

 

-it doesn't hurt levi as much as he thought it would- 

 

-levi moans a little- 

 



Levi: oh 

 

-soon Lance is all the way in. He pauses for a moment but starts 

to move after a few seconds.- 

 

-levi groans when lance thrust back inside him- 

 

Levi: oh yes. htis is nice 

 

Lance; yeah. 

 

-levi reachs up touch himself lightly- 

 

-Lance stays slow for a bit- 

 

Lance: want me to picky up the pace a bit? 

 

Levi: yeah 

 

-Lance speed up- 

 
-he moans loudly- 

 

Lance; This is good. 

 

-lance hits his prostate and he groasn more- 

 



Levi:r githt here lance 

 

right there 

 

-levi grips his cock more firmly, moving his hand up and down- 

 

-lance goes faster makeing sure that Levi is okay- 

 

-levi opens his eyes look at lance- 

 

Levi: oh oh oh oh 

 

-he says that every time lance pushes in- 

 

Lance: you like? 

 

Levi oh oh yes oh oh oh *gasp* right there! 

 

Lance; There? 

 

Levi: yes! 
 

-he arches his back moaning- 

 

Lance; Alright then. more speed? 

 

Levi: fuck yes 



 

-levi hand is moving faster- 

 

-lace speeds up this time alot faster- 

 

Levi: holy shit i'm gonna cum. i'm gonna cum i'm so fuckin' close 

lance 

 

-lance bites his lip to keep from yelling as her cums- 

 

-his head is titled so far back. his admas apple is sticking way 

out of his neck- 

 

-levi shoots onto lance and himself- 

 

-lance leans forward sucking his adams apple- 

 

Lance; I love you baby. 

 

Levi: i... i love you too lance. alot more right now 

 
-levi runs hsi ahdn through lance's hair- 

 

-lance pulls out and throws the condom away before flopping 

over next too levi- 

 

-levi puts his leg back on the bed- 



 

Lance: Goodnight. 

 

Levi: night baby 

 

-pulls the sheets over them. alnce snuggles against levia nd falls 

asleep- 

 

-levi passes out- 

 

-Lances watches Levi slep before succumbing to the sandman- 

 

-next morning- 

 

Leighanne: levi do you need any help  getting ready? 

 

-she walks in finding them both out of it in bed, barly coverd and 

snuggling- 

 

Leighanne: time to get up boys. 

 
-levi opens his eyes- 

 

Levi: MOM! 

 

Leighanne; I've seen you naked before dear. Rember I chancged 

you and gave you baths when you were younger. 



 

Levi: not during puberty though! 

 

-levi covers hsimelf, lance groansa nd wake sup- 

 

Leighanne; Anyways it's time for you two to get up and get 

ready for school 

 

levi: oh yeah, that place 

 

Inner Lance: Lucky Becca. She gets hmeschooled. 

 

-levi groasn dropping his head to the bed- 

 

Levi: i forgot i got a while away for my leg! 

 

Levi: must i go back> 

 

Leighanne; Well you don't have to go back for another week but 

Lance does have to go. 

 
Levi: oh i'll gow tih him. i've missed enough already 

 

-levi sits up shoving lance who ends up falling off the bed- 

 

Levi: oh i'm ossry alnce! 

 



-he looks at the floor- 

 

leighanne: in that case both of you get up now and hurry before 

you're late! 

 

Levi: you okay? 

 

Lance; No prob. I'm okay. 

 

-levi chcukles rubbing his face- 

 

-an hour later they come done, lance helping levi into 

wheelchair- 

 

-Becca is already downstaris finishing up her breakfast with a 

laptop in front of her- 

 

-levi rolls in- 

 

Lance; How much do you have to do before you're done with it 

Becca? 
 

Becca; Six to ten hours a day and I should be done by the end of 

the schoo year if not a couple weeks early. 

 

Levi: luck bitch 

 



-later that day at school- 

 

Chrissy: where is your pregnate friend? 

 

Levi: fuck off bitch 

 

Chrissy: thats not very nice to say to me 

 

-she kisses his cheek- 

 

Chrissy; I always knew that girl was a whore/ 

 

Levi: get the hell away from me bitch. i'm not afrid to beat the 

living snot out of you! 

 

-levi spins his wheelchair around to face her- 

 

Levi: she isn't a whore. i'm surprised you don't have some STD 

or are pregnated withhow many tiems you've been used. or do 

you just have abortions to hide the fact? 

 
-Chrissy goes red- 

 

Levi: your like a used car. when you rent it you ride the hell out 

of it becasue it ain't yours is it?! 

 

Levi: and my friend is so much better than you. yeah she got 



pregnate, but this will prove how stong she is and how much 

better of a person she is than you! 

 

-Chrissy screams in frustration and storms off- 

 

Levi: YOUR A HUGE BITCH YA KNOW THAT?! 

 

-levi pulls back up to the table slightly shaking- 

 

-half the school in the commons stands up and cheers and claps 

for him- 

 

Levi: i hope no one beats me up for that 

 

Lance; i doubt it. With the way everyone is responding to this. 

 

Levi: there is always one........... 

 

Joey: 90% of the school has a grudge against her so if anyone 

tries anything you'll have plenty of backup. 

 
-after school levi was rolling outside to met his dad when chrissy 

and her dad walk up to him- 

 

Chrissy: thats him daddy! 

 

-he looks really pisses off- 



 

Levi: how can i serve you sir? 

 

Daddy: You made my little girl cry punk., 

 

Levi: and? 

 

Daddy: And now you're going to pay.-grabs levi by the shirt 

collar- You're also the brat who dumped my little girl and broke 

her heart at the dance. Any last words before I beat the living 

shit out of you? 

 

Brain: i ahve a few 

 

-he storms up- 

 

Daddy: -drops levi- And who would you be? Lemme guess. you're 

that wimpy boybander who fathered this punk? 

 

Brian: don't touch my son 

 
-brian swings knocking the man tot eh ground- 

 

Levi: holy crap! 

 

Daddy: AAGH! 

 



Chrissy; Daddy! 

 

Brian: don't you ever go near him again or i'll sue your son of a 

btich ass 

 

-brian gets levi to the car- 

 

Levi: holy crap, i thoguht you were old? 

 

daddy: Com,e on Chrissy. We're going home. 

 

Brian: you my son, i lost a few years 

 

Levi: GO RBIAN LITTERAL! 

 

-they retrun home and levi can't stop ranting about his dad- 

 

Levi: and he knocked him downt he guy is like 6 foot 7 or 

soemthing! 

 

Becca: Chrissy's dad will make a comback though. it's only a 
matter of time. 

 

Levi: i'll have my super dad to fight back 

 

-levi swings his fist pretending to kncock out a guy- 

 



Levi: why weren't you cool like that when i was younger?! 

 

Brain: didn't have to be 

 

-Chris comes in. he's been coming over on a daily basis- 

 

-few monthes later in feburary levi's out of his cast and using a 

cane being carful on his wrapped foot- 

 

-Becca is huge and Leighanne had the twins- 

 

Levi: its cold. i'll see ya guys at the house alter. i need to do stuff 

for annual 

 

-Both Becca and Leighanne are huge_ 

 

Joey: oaky see ya later man 

 

Chris: Later! -waves- 

 

-jc and jsutin stay after working with basket ball- 
 

Leighanne; Have fun. 

 

-levi goes back inside and goes tot eh annual room. few horus 

alter jc and jsutin come by but he is still busy so they elave. its 

still lgiht out when he goes out to his car but....................- 



 

Brain: when did he say he would be back? its like..... dinner time 

and he never misses that 

 

Lance: had to wrok alte. big deadline coming up 

 

Becca; Maybe Chrissy's dad. I knew it was only a matter of time. 

 

Lance: beck your a nut case. drink your milk 

 

-they weren't worried at all- 

 

Becca: I'm telling you that guy will stop at nothing. -chugs milk 

and shudders- nasty. 

 

Lacne: he's worked real late before. the teacher really likes hima 

dn he's given alot of effort into it 

 

Lance: the guy will proabbly sue 

 

Brian: And he won't stand a chance. 
 

-they eat and few hours later they are watching tv- 

 

-they hear a car pulling up and stare atthe tv- 

 

-Becca looks up and watches the door- 



 

-jc coems bursting- 

 

Jc: oh my god guys! 

 

Becca; What happened? 

 

Jc: you have to get tot he hsoptial now! 

 

Jc: come on now!!!!!! 

 

Lance: Is it Levi? 

 

-jc runs back out to his car- 

 

jc: NOW! 

 

-they get up and go- 

 

-they get there- 

 
Doc: are you levi's father? 

 

Brian: Yes. 

 

Doc: come with me. you stay ehre 

 



-he motions for brain to follow- 

 

-Brain follows- 

 

-they go into a room where they find levi beaten and bleeding 

but shaking and shakinga nd mumbling about something like 

why did he ahve to do it- 

 

Brian; Oh dear god. Levi! 

 

Doc: your son was attacked, and when he came in............ sir we 

think your son was raped 

 

-levi kept shaking and the nurses were trying to clean his 

wounds- 

 

Brian; Levi.....Oh god son. 

 

Levi: he touched me... why would he do that? all of them...... 

multiple 

 
Brian: i want to find whoever the hell did this to him and i want 

them to suffer! 

 

-levi ends up apssing out and the doc gets brian abck otuside- 

 

-Brian looks mad as hell- 



 

Doc: we will do some dna samples and try to find out sir. calm 

down 

 

Brian: Find them. Find them and make them pay. And if they 

have a leader I hope the son of a bitch gets married to bubba in 

prison. 

 

Chris: wow..... 

 

Doc: oaky sir please sit donw 

 

-they sits him down int eh waiting room- 

 

lance: what ahppened to him?! 

 

Brian: He was beaten and raped multiple times. 

 

Chris: Wait....I think I have an idea who did it. 

 

Lance: was it that son of a bitch chrissy's father?! 
 

-lance was fuming but crying too- 

 

Chris: He's definately the leader. You know how he's the varsity 

coach for football? 

 



Lance: oh my god did he make chrissy's ex's do it to him too?! 

 

Chris: Well Rock and the rest of the team told me there was 

going to be this big get together tonight. I said no because I 

wanted to talk to Becca and Joey was home sick. 

 

Lance: dear god Levi! 

 

Chris; Rock and the others treat Chrissy's dad like he's god. 

They'll do whatever he says. 

 

-one of the football aplyers come running intot eh hosptial 

talking with the doctors. he looks scared- 

 

Doc: i didn't do it i was able tog et away with this.t ehy were 

really sick ablout it 

 

-he ahnds him a tape- 

 

Chris: Jake? What are you doing here? 

 
Jake: i'm sorry chris i really am i didn't touch him they just gave 

me the tape player but then i ran off and got here asap 

 

-He's got his arm around Becca. but he stands up- 

 

Doc: brain come over here 



 

Chris; Jake I need names now. 

 

Jake: i can't rememebr theya re ont he tape 

 

-they all go voer tot eh doc- 

 

Doc: doy ou all want to watch it? 

 

Becca; I can't. 

 

-jake was shaking- 

 

Lance: i have to i need to know 

 

Chris; I need to. I can identify some of them if not all. 

 

-Becca leaves crying- 

 

-beck waits outside- 

 
-the doc starts the tape- 

 

-flashback- 

 

Levi: what are you doing here? 

 



Daddy: Getting payback brat! Have at him boys. 

 

Rock: I'll go first. 

 

Levi: what the hella re you talking about? 

 

-he opens his car door- 

 

Daddy; Atta boy. Show the kids who's boss. 

 

-and gets his head slaming inside of it- 

 

Levi: shit 

 

-he falls to the ground- 

 

-Rock pulls him out and starts punching him- 

 

Rock; Anything else coach wallace? 

 

Levi: let me go 
 

Wallace: The boy likes it in the ass. Dave. You have a go at him. 

 

-one by one after calling them by name they have thier way with 

Levi and give him a few swift kicks- 

 



Levi: please no 

 

-Finally Wallace has his way- 

 

Levi: leave me alone............ 

 

Wallace: Lets go. Give him a few more kicks and then we can 

leave. 

 

-he gets kickc int he jaw and left ont eh ground- 

 

-jake is able to video tape his stuggling to his feet and getting in 

his car- 

 

-end flashback- 

 

Rock: Make some copies for kirkpatrick and fatone. They'll want 

to see this. 

 

Jake: i'm sorry if i elave here they'll come after me and beat me 

 
Doc: The police will put you into protective custody. 

 

-the camera nods and shuts off- 

 

Jake: i ignored them and came here 

 



Lance ear god leci 

 

-he is in tears- 

 

Chris; -he's stone faced but you can see the anger in his eyes- 

You swear to god you didn't touch him Jake? 

 

Brian: damn it i am sueing him for doing this to my son! 

 

Chris: Sue them all. 

 

Jake: i swear i wouldn't. he's a cool guy and i didn't know what 

he outing was at all 

 

-meanwhile-inner levi: please god let me die............................... 

 

Becca: How could this happen? I knew it would. -she's sobbing 

outside the door- Ow -the baby is kicking like crazy- I know 

you're scared. Mommy's scared too. -she goes in to see Levi.- 

 

Becca; Please Levi. Don't leave us. We'll find them. 
 

-since the video was quite long, beck was able to go in and see 

him after she was listening outside the door- 

 

-levi was staring att eh ceilging blankly, bandaged up. beck could 

see he has a black eye and his nose is broken- 



 

Levi: no internal injuries......... -his voice was raspy and soft- 

 

Becca: Thank god. Trust me Levi those sons of bitches are going 

to pay dearly for this. 

 

Levi: i don't care anymore 

 

-his voice stayed at soft and raspy- 

 

Becca; Remember when you found out I was cutting? How I said 

no one would cry over me? You said that you would. If you died 

levi all of us would cry over you. 

 

Levi: they sent in for STD/HIV tests. don't know when they will 

be back.............................. 

 

Becca: Lets hope for the best. 

 

Levi: they didn't use any protection. funny, and they just used 

their spit 
 

Becca: Pigs the lot of them. 

 

-the door opens and the doctor and the others come into the 

room- 

 



Doc: The poliece are on thoer wa to the homes of the assailants. 

 

-it was jc lance brian doc chris and joey- 

 

Levi: how did you find out? 

 

Chris; If I ever see those bastards I swear.... 

 

-remember his voice is still soft and raspy. if it isn't i'll say 

otherwise- 

 

Joey; a kid on the team. Jake. You know the runt of the team? 

 

Levi: my science partner 

 

-enter Jake- 

 

Jake: Levi I'm so sorry! Please forgive me. I wanted to stop them 

but they would have killed me! I was the one who told. 

 

Levi: i'm not angry at anyone. not even those who shoved their 
dicks so far up my fuckin ass 

 

-levi shuts his eyes holding back the tears- 

 

Doc: We'll give you some space. -turns to the others- We should 

leave him alone for a bit. 



 

Levi: where's my mom? 

 

-they leave. Becca and is crying and Chris has his arm around 

her- 

 

Brian; Your mom is in the waiting room. 

 

Levi: i want mom 

 

-he is in tears now- 

 

Brian; Okay son. 

 

-they leave and a couple minutes later Leighanne  comes in- 

 

Leighanne: my baby. -she's crying. 

 

Levi: hold me momma please 

 

-he is crying too- 
 

-She holds him as best she can- 

 

Levi: i'm such a baby 

 

-he is sobbing into her chest- 



 

Leighanne: But you're brave. Don't worry. I'm right here. It'll be 

alright. 

 

Levi: we move here and i go to this school. i want people to treat 

me right and i get these friends and everything just starts tot 

hcange then people start to hate me then i get beatne and raped 

 

Levi: i nearly lost my foot getting chased by girls i've never seen 

beofre in my life! becasue i wanted htem there! 

 

Leighanne; Life is like that. A rollorcoster. You just have to hold 

on and rise it out. Things get better eventually. 

 

-later brian comes back in finding his mom lying on the bed 

holding levi who is fast asleep in her arms- 

 

Brian: our poor boy 

 

Leighanne: He's been through something that no one at his age 

should ever have to go through. In fact no one at any age should 
have to go through that. 

 

Brian: i rememebr when you told me you were pregnate with my 

son. man it was just like rebecca and chris 

 

Leighanne: But we managed. I just hope it's not a s rough for 



them as it was for us. 

 

Brain: i rememebr take you and him on tour and we lost him for 

a while, but he was five eyars old and helping out the stage crew. 

 

-brian laughs through the tears- 

 

Leighanne; Yes. I rember that. He was helping with the sound 

check and set up. The crew loved haveing him there.and I think 

the show that night was the best one of the tour. 

 

Brian: he has grown so much and has found these wonderful 

people to be his friends. he deserves them 

 

-brian pets his sons head- 

 

Leighanne; But he's acting like he's ready to give up entirely. I 

just hope he'll pull through. 

 

Brian: Levi you are a strong boy, don't give up. push throguh 

like you have done in the past 
 

Leighanne: I'll stay with Levi. You get home.  

 

-when Levi leaves the hospital next morning, all his fans are out 

there and they are silent. a few little kids actually get past the 

gaurds and hug him around the legs- 



 

Little Kid: You'll be okay. 

 

Levi: yeah i know i will 

 

-one little kid gives him a bear- 

 

Levi: thank you 

 

-he hugs the little kid- 

 

Little Kid: He'll help you get better. -hugs Levi back then goes 

back into the crowd- 

 

-levi stares out the window blankly on his way home. his mom 

and dad are in the front- 

 

Levi: can i tell you guys something? 

 

Leighanne; Of course. 

 
Brian; yes. 

 

Levi: when i was leaving the hospital, i felt like i wanted to die. i 

was so humiliated and didn't want to go out into this world in my 

state now. but when i founf the crowd quiet and just..... sad, i felt 

so much better. i'm always going to keep this bear. i wonder 



what that kids name was 

 

Leighanne: I think there's a card on it. 

 

-levi loooks at the bear, finding a card attached- 

 

-on the card in scratchy childish hadnwriteing there's the nae of 

the kid- 

 

Levi: Tommy 

 

Leighanne: That was thoughful of him. 

 

Levi: i'm going to name this bear Tommy. 

 

Brian; That's a good name for a bear. 

 

Levi: so much has happened, most people would just hide away 

wanting to die. but i don't, i want to tell people that no matter 

whats happens the grass is greener 

 
Brian; Don't worry. You'll get to. 

 

-levi holds the teddy bear to his chest and stares out the 

window- 

 

Levi: i'm going back to school 



 

Brian: Good. You're showing them you're not afraid. 

 

Levi: but i am so fuckin afrid dad. i've never been mroe scared in 

my life! 

 

Brian: And thats alright. But you can't let them see that. And I 

was going to tell you this later today but i think you should 

know now. The poliece arrested them all. The court date is next 

week. 

 

Levi: i have to testify don't i? 

 

Brian; You don't have to but it would really help if you want to 

help put them behind bars for life. 

 

Levi: i'll do it. lets just get home 

 

Leighanne: Alright. 

 

-once they get back everyone is sitting around in the living 
room, including chris's mom and sisters- 

 

-even kevin and his wife and kids since they are family- 

 

-Becca is sitting next to Chris and he has his arms around her 

waist- 



 

Chris; Welcome back Levi. 

 

Levi: you two together yet? 

 

Becca; i think you could say that. we're dateing in a way. 

 

Levi :hey girls. how you feeling/ -looks at chris's sisters- 

 

Girl 1; We're fine 

 

Levi: thats good 

 

-levi walks over to lance who he hasn't seen in a while- 

 

-he has his cane with him- 

 

Levi: Hi Bass 

 

Lance: Hey. 

 
Girl 4: Chris and Becca were kissing earlier. Ewwww. 

 

Chris: That's what you get for walking in without knocking. 

 

-Lance looks at them and laughs- 

 



Kevin: Good to have you back squirt. 

 

Levi: it feels good to be back 

 

-Aaron is there too- 

 

-he wraps his arms around alnce's waist leaning against his 

chest- 

 

Aaron: Lunch? There's some pizza we saved for you. 

 

Levi: thanks. is it my favorite? garlic chicken? 

 

-looks at the dining room table where the boxes are- 

 

Becca: No one else touched it actually. 

 

Levi: yay 

 

-levi elts go of lance and dives into his moaning and goraning att 

he taste- 
 

Levi: i'm in heaven 

 

Nick: We knew you'd like it. 

 

Becca: I think the baby's happy you're back. It's kicking like 



crazy again. 

 

-aaron and levi sort of grew up together, though aaron is slightly 

older then him- 

 

-levi finishes his slice of pizza and hugs the teddy bear to his 

chest again- 

 

Girl: 2: So cute. What's it's name? 

 

Levi: tommy.a nd its my teddy 

 

-hugs it tighter sounding like a little kid- 

 

Levi: best gift in my life 

 

Chris: Wow. I thought my sisters were clingy around thier stuff. 

 

Levi: hey you would be too if a little kid who looks like a litlle 

justin gives you a teddy. there was a huge crowd and you'd 

thinkt hey'd be screaming out my name but instead it was silent. 
 

Levi: everyone cares so much 

 

Becca: True fans. 

 

Levi: don't care i'm gay either 



 

Howie: They were showing respect. 

 

Brian; True fans won't care if you're gay. 

 

Levi: yeah. lov ehtme all 

 

-later that week johnny calls saying oprah wants to interveiw 

levi- 

 

Levi: oprah? totally! 

 

Jc: Ironic. Levi tells his oprah story on oprah. 

 

-he goes on and makes a very heart touching speach about what 

ahppened to him- 

 

-next mouth, march- 

 

Levi: track is good so far. wish you were in it too beck 

 
-he was msotly healed fromt he incident, but still wouldn't let 

lance touch his body at all- 

 

Becca; I know. But with the belly here that's kinda out of the 

question. -ow- 

 



Baby; kick kick kick kick kick kick kick. 

 

-levi starts to rub his foot that got broken and looks att he scar- 

 

Levi: that kid will be in soccer 

 

Becca: I just want it out. And that's not  happening till June. 

 

Levi: he can be with my sisters! can't believe my mom is 8 

months already 

 

Becca: Don't forget they're still haveing trouble figureing out the 

sex. 

 

Levi: true. they know ones a girl 

 

Chris: And that kid is still being modest. 

 

Levi: the otehr one they thought was a girla nd now don't know 

fully 

 
Becca: I'm going in for another apointment tomorrow. Hopefully 

we can find out then. 

 

Levi: you know what? people can call me a abstard cause i am 

one! born out of wedlock 

 



Becca; -sarcastically- thanks. need I be reminded? 

 

-levi's mom knwos they will ahve one girl but now the docs 

aren't sure about the other twin. beck still doesn't know what 

the baby is- 

 

Levi: quick chris marry her so your kid isn't a bastard like me! 

 

Chris; We talked about that already. We're not going to do that 

till after we've graduated highschool. 

 

Levi: took my parents a year to get married after me 

 

Levi: wow that kid will have alot in common with me. 

 

Becca; I just hope I can still get into law school. 

 

Chris; I wouldn't be too worried about that if i were you. 

 

Levi: you will 

 
-the next week levi is at a track meet and the others are in the 

stands watching him- 

 

Levi: look at me mommy i can jump! 

 

Leighanne; Yes i see you. 



 

-levi is getting ready for the pullvault- 

 

Inner Leighanne; Please don't mess up your foot again. 

 

-his mom starts to feel something going on in her gut- 

 

Levi: see ya! 

 

-levi runs off stretching- 

 

-he was up next- 

 

Brian: levi you better not do somethin stupid 

 

Leighanne: Okay you two I know you want to get out soon but 

please wait till after your brother is done here. 

 

Brian: wiat WHAT? 

 

Leighanne: Sit down and take a few deep breaths. the 
contractions are still irrgegular. I'm not fully in labor yet but I'm 

close. We just need to be careful. 

 

-levi grabs his pullvualt and gets ready- 

 

-and he runs and stoves the stick down flinging himself over the 



high bar and into the mat. he went high- 

 

Levi: hell yeah 

 

-levi looks over at his parents. his mom doesn't look comfortable 

and his dad looks ready to pass out- 

 

Levi: HELLO UP THERE! 

 

Leighanne; Hello Levi! -she smiles and waves before playfully 

slapping Brian- Will you stop being a baby Brian. I'm fine. 

 

Brian: hi son -he still is freakin out a bit- 

 

-after levi runs his long and short distances, coming in second 

and first, he goes over to his parents- 

 

Levi: what is wrong with you two? 

 

Levi: i didn't die ya know 

 
Leighanne: No and we're very happy about that. You're father is 

just makeing mountains out of molehills because yours siblings 

wanted to see you in action I guess. 

 

Levi: wait, don't tell me you aren't in labor?! 

 



are in labor 

 

Leighanne: Not quite but close. 

 

Levi: holy shit i'm gonna be a brother soon 

 

Brian; how can you be so calm about this!? 

 

-looks at his friend- 

 

Leighanne: I'm just ready to have them out is all. 

 

Levi: crap dad you are freakin' out. woman are always the ones 

clam when this happens. 

 

Levi: lets get you to the hospital shall we? 

 

-puches and his mom and pale father towards the car. his 

friends follow- 

 

Levi:w aht did you think guys? was i okay? 
 

Leighanne: yes. You did fine. ow. okay that was five minutes 

they're getting more even now. 

 

Levi: damn it move along please 

 



-gets them in the car- 

 

Levi: go i'll be over soon. i took my car remember? 

 

Brian: Yes I know. 

 

Brian: bye son. i'm gonna be a father again. oh dear 

 

-they leave- 

 

Levi: hey friends, what did you think of me? was i okay? 

 

Becca; yeah you were great. -she looks a little jelous-. 

 

Levi: come on you can do it next year. you kid can watch tehn! 

 

Becca; I know. But still. Hey we're Brian and Leighanne? 

 

Chris: I saw them earlier. Brian looked kinda freaked out. 

 

Levi: momma's in labor 
 

Becca; Really?! That's great! 

 

Levi: she was the entire time by the looks of it 

 

Levi: i'm gonna head over there and try to keep my father calm. 



call ya guys and tell you if its a boy and girl or two grils 

 

Chris; Okay. We'll head down to the house. 

 

-levi kisses lance really hard grabbing his bag still in his track 

clothes- 

 

Lance; Wow.... 

 

Levi: eyah, adrnaline rush. if my mom ent into labor another 

time i rpoabbly would be scared shitless like my dad 

 

-he laughs and goes to his car driving to the hospital- 

 

Levi: she has to ahve a c-section dad? 

 

Brian; Yeah. Not enough room in the birth canal I guess. That 

and the contraction aren't speeding up like they should. 

 

Levi: wow thought she'd do it like she did with me. didn't you 

have to hold up her legs and watch me show my face to the 
world? 

 

Levi:y ou cut my cord too. surprised you didn't pass out 

 

Brain; -shudder- Yes. I'm suprised I didn't pass out too. I never 

thought those things could strech that wide. 



 

Levi: come on dad i'm sure you've seen mom naked and her legs 

spread wide plenty times before 

 

Brian: Never like that before though. that time it was diffrent. 

When you have kids you'll understand. You know if you and 

lance get a surrogate or something. 

 

Levi: who knows we might adopt, if we even end up having kids 

together. 

 

Brian; You never know. 

 

Levi: but i've ehard you can hsove really big stuff up there that 

are bigger then a babies head 

 

Brian: Those things are pretty resiliant. Anyways I'd better go 

scrub in so I can be with your mom when she has the twins. 

Wana come? 

 

Levi: okay......... -he is a litlle hesitant but goes anyways- 
 

Levi; hi mommy. something for science ya know? 

 

Leighanne; Very funny. 

 

Levi: i'm gonna watch them cut you open. maybe i can help! 



 

-levi goes around her head and to her other end- 

 

Leighanne: Don't even think about it mister. I don't trust you 

with sharp pointy th9ings. 

 

Doc: Okay we're makeing the first incision. They'll be out in a few 

minutes. 

 

-the doc begins to open her up. leighanne is awake but can't feel 

a damn thing- 

 

Levi: this is wicked! -he is watching as they dig into her gut- 

 

Brian; Our son has a twisted sense of humor. 

 

Leighanne: He gets it from me. 

 

-they open up her womb and levi can see the kids- 

 

Levi: dude............................... 
 

Doc: Baby number one. Girl. And she's out! -pulls out baby- 

 

Levi: ahh.... ew did i look like that?! 

 

Brian; You were more wrinkled. 



 

Levi: i was a rasin when i was born?! 

 

Leighanne; Pretty much. 

 

-the doc pulls out the next one and its a boy- 

 

Levi: yes we have a boy! 

 

-levi dances around in circles- 

 

Levi: someone to pass on my secrets to! 

 

Doc; calm down. we still have to cut the cords and sew  your 

mom back up. 

 

Levi: well come on dad cut the cords 

 

Doc; Mr. Litterel? Would you do the honors? 

 

Brian: Alright. 
 

-levi watches- 

 

Levi: you shouldn't trust your husbadn with sharp things either. 

he cuts too good 

 



-insert baby screaming noises here- 

 

-levi starts to realize this won't be a fun time for him- 

 

Levi: bye bye sleep 

 

Leighanne; There's a reason earplugs were invented. 

 

-the babies are soon wraped up in cloth and levi is hold his siter 

who is stare at him with blue eyes- 

 

-he walks over and shows him mom- 

 

Levi: she's giving me the eye mom 

 

Leighanne: She loves her big brother. 

 

Levi: she's glaring like she's trying to say, 'i will kill you you are 

a scaring big brother' i would want to kill me too 

 

Levi: um... what are the boy and girl gonna be named? unless 
you want to call them boy and girl 

 

Leighanne; You two have more in common than you think. 

 

Brian: Tyler and Angelica Litteral 

 



Brian:w ell, Angelica Leighanne Litteral and Tyler Tommy 

Litteral 

 

Levi: you gave her mom's name for a middle name? 

 

Leighanne; She's not the first and not the last. 

 

-levi is staring at his siter. he puts his finger near her hand and 

she grabs it tightly- 

 

Levi: hi sissy. i'm your big brother 

 

-she squeezes his hand tighter- 

 

-she puts his finger in her mouth and sucks on it- 

 

Levi: okay............. 

 

Brian: Your mom was right. She does love her big brother. 

 

Levi: hwere is Tyler? 
 

Brian: I've got him right here. 

 

-leighanne is still being sown up- 

 

-levi looks at him. he stares at him too- 



 

Levi: can i hold them both? 

 

Leighanne; You're got your arms full with angelica. 

 

Levi: they are tiny and i have big strong arms 

 

-he flexes his right arm- 

 

Brian: Alright. here he his. -hands tyler over- 

 

-levi cradles them both and they stare at him too- 

 

-they begin to get fussya nd just out of instint he bounces them a 

little and starts to hum one of the abckstreet boy songs- 

 

Inner Tyler: Who is this weirdo? 

 

Levi: 'show me the meaning of bein lonly, id this the feeling i 

need to walk with, tell me why i can't be there where you are. 

there's somethin missin in my heart' 
 

-a few days later Leighanne and the twins are able to come 

home. There is a welcomeing party wating for them- 

 

Levi: there are the butts now 

 



Levi: butt head one and butt head two, their new nicknames 

 

becca: They can't be that bad can they? 

 

Levi: they gave me the death glare! 

 

Levi: but they did fall asleep when i sang to them 

 

Jc: Awwwww. 

 

Lance; Quiet flamer. 

 

-they come inside leighanne and brian both carring one- 

 

Becca; So CUTE! 

 

Brian: welecome tot he family babies 

 

Chris; Oh geeze. 

 

Levi: its pregnancy right? 
 

Brian; Yeah. 

 

Levi: a prego or woman thing? 

 

Leighanne: Pertty much. Just wait till the post pardom kicks in. 



hormone overload. 

 

Levi: ah shit 

 

Brian: watch it around the kids levi! 

 

-levi flinches at his fathers tone- 

 

Leighanne: And you'll be putting up with that and Becca and 

three babies. 

 

Joey; That's right Becca's due in two months. 

 

Levi: uh oh protective father here. can i run away? 

 

Leighanne; yes son. 

 

Justin; Run Levi! 

 

Levi: i'm gonna go pack. help me lance 

 
Lance: Nuh uh. I want you to stay here. I'll protect you. 

 

-drags him upstairs- 

 

Levi: you pack to then 

 



Lance; I have to help my sister. 

 

-shuts hsi bedroom door locking it- 

 

Levi: who is mroe important, me or beck? 

 

-wraps his arms around his neck- 

 

Lance: Both of you are equal in importance to me. please stay? I 

promise I'll protect you from the babies and the over protective 

parents. 

 

Levi: fine. 

 

-levi kisses lance softly running his hands down his back- 

 

Lance: I love you you know that? I can't say it enough times. 

 

Levi: i love you too 

 

-levi slides his hands into lance's abck pockets- 
 

-Lance places his hands on Levi's waist kissing his lips softly- 

 

-levi kisses him back- 

 

-there's a knock at the door- 



 

Justin; You're mom told me to come get you two. it's dinner 

time. 

 

Levi: comming 

 

-levi pulls away from lance really quickly running down the 

stairs spinning past justin- 

 

Justin: what the heck? 

 

Lance; hungry 

 

Justin: no thats not hungry. hungry is more levi pretending to 

be a monster. he looked like he watned to get away from you 

 

Justin: what the hell did you do to him? 

 

Lance: We were just kissing. For a moment I thought things 

were back to normal. It's been a long time since he's even let me 

touch him. I don't think he ever recovred from that night. 
 

Justin: poor dude. come on, food smeels devilishly good right 

now 

 

Chris: More milk for Becca. 

 



-justin goes down the stairs. at the table levi seems scared- 

 

Becca; come on chris that's my third glass. You know i hate that 

stuff. 

 

Chris; Come on drink up. The baby need this. 

 

Levi: just drink the damn milk rebecca! 

 

Levi: suck it up 

 

Chris; What the heck Levi?! 

 

Levi: oh shut up chris 

 

-levi stares at his plate- 

 

-Becca looks stunned and chugs the milk before excuseing 

herself. Chris goes with her- 

 

-the rest of the meal is eaten in akward scilence- 
 

-levi leaves the table, shoving his chair against the wall. he goes 

up the stairs and when he slams his door a picture falls to the 

ground- 

 

Justin: what the heck is up his butt? 



 

Lance; Again he hasn't recovered from that night. 

 

Leighanne; And we thought he was makeing progress. 

 

Jc: he seems so energetic, then after he goes up with you he goes 

all scared and meanlike 

 

Brian: The first court date is tomorrow. He can testify against 

them and maybe get some closure. 

 

Lance: I wonder if when we started kissing he had flashbacks. 

 

-a few minutes later chris comes back down- 

 

Brian: how's becca? 

 

Chris: Crying her eyes out. She's a bit of a crybaby to beginwith 

but now that she's prego it's ten times worse. 

 

Brian: god damn it levi. sorry kids 
 

-looks at the babies near the table- 

 

Chris; I came down here to ask if I could bring he rest of her 

dinner up here. She dosen't want to come back down. 

 



-the babies look clueless- 

 

Brian: go ahead chris 

 

-brian puts his head in his hands- 

 

Chris: Thanks. -he takes the plate and takes it upstairs- 

 

Brian: i have two new babies i have to worry about, and now my 

son has god knows what going through his mind. he seems so 

fine one minute then after a make out session he is scared and a 

jerk 

 

-levi is in his bathroom gutting himself. he's never done this 

before until now- 

 

Brian: what am i to do with him? 

 

Leighanne; Well testifying in court might help him a bit. Maybe 

we should get him into counsuling? 

 
Brian: i don't know. i'm going to go up and talk with him 

 

-jc, justin and joey have already left- 

 

-brian leaves the table- 

 



-they hear alot of yelling and brian drags his son downstairs 

completly worried- 

 

Brian: look what he did to himself 

 

Leighanne; Oh god Levi. 

 

-shoves levi's arms out- 

 

Levi: leave me along beck did it 

 

-he is fuming- 

 

Leighanne; She stopped. And she got help! You need help too 

Levi. 

 

Levi: no i don't damn it! 

 

-levi rips his arms from his father- 

 

Levi: i'm fine, never felt better 
 

Brian: You're not fine. If you're cutting yourself and turing into a 

total jerk to your friends after a makeout session with your 

boyfriend then something is wrong! You need help! 

 

Levi: i hate you 



 

-he is glaring at thme- 

 

Levi: just take care of the damn twins. your more owrried about 

them 

 

-levi goes out the backdoor running fast out and into the trial- 

 

Brian: Levi!  

 

-the twins are crying- 

 

inner twins: WHAT THE HECK IS GOING ON!? 

 

-Brian goes up the trail after him- 

 

-lance sits at the table- 

 

Lance: do you need help with the babies leighanne? 

 

-he was sort of in tears trying to hide them- 
 

Leighanne; Yes Lance. If you could feed them and then put them 

to bed that would be wonderful -she's crying- 

 

-lance takes the twins upstaris and begins to feed them- 

 



Lance: what is wrong levi? why are you change all of a sudden? 

 

-the twins are still fussy after they've been fed, burped and put 

to bed. they know somethings not right- 

 

Inner twins: You people are really bad at pretending 

everythings fine. Where's the weirdo? WHERE IS HE!? 

 

-a while later lance and leighanne are sitting in the living room. 

leighanne is still crying and lance's face is wet- 

 

-Becca is asleep and Chris is laying next to her- 

 

-brian comes in with levi being dragged behind him- 

 

Brian: he finally wore himself out. 

 

-levi glares at them all- 

 

-his arms are smeared with blood- 

 
-the twins are stil fussing in ther room- 

 

Brian: clean yourself up and get your sister and brother to calm 

down 

 

-brian pushes levi up the stairs. he is cursing them under his 



breath- 

 

-he washes his arms and bandages them- 

 

-then he goes into where his siblings are and glare at them too- 

 

-when he picks them up though thier cries turn into happy coos 

and gurgles- 

 

Inner Twins: There you are weirdo. Where were ya? 

 

Levi: what is wrong with you?! 

 

-puts them down and they begin to cry- 

 

Levi: why are you acting like this i'm just a shitty brother 

 

-he picks them up again- 

 

Inner Twins: We love you too weirdo. you're not perfect. Nobody 

is. Hell we're not even a week old and we know that. Just keep 
holding us like this kay? 

 

-levi rocks them singing one of his own songs to them- 

 

Levi: -singing gardian angel- 

 



-while singing he just thinks about everything...... alot- 

 

-the next day- 

 

Brian: Wake up everyone. We got to get to the ccourthouse by 

nine. 

 

-levi didn't budge from his bed- 

 

Chris; Come on Becca. -shakes her gently- you can sleep in the 

car. Lets go. 

 

-Becca gets up and gets dressed- 

 

-levi goes as slow as hell- 

 

Brian; Levi come on. 

 

Levi: we'll get there 

 

-levi dresses into a suit without the jacket- 
 

-Becca is about to protest the milk but upon seeing levi she just 

drinks it. Shes still upset about last night- 

 

-he spikes his hair and stares at himself in the mirror- 

 



-Lance passes him and about to say he looks nice but then 

decides against it and walks by- 

 

-levi groans slamming his bedroom door with himinside. 

everyone is downstaris wondering what the hell he is doing. 

they already saw him in his suit- 

 

Brian: If he's cutting again... 

 

-levi comes down the stairs. he is in jeans and a t-shirt with a 

ambercrombie jacket on- 

 

-he stares at them- 

 

Brian: Okay we ready? Lets go. 

 

-they go. at teh court house people are holding up signs saying 

things for levi to win- 

 

inner levi: why bother i'll win either way 

 
-he still felt bad and didn't know why- 

 

Levi: 'i'll stand up for you forever' 

 

Levi: 'even if saving you sends me to heaven' 

 



-the court session goes perfectly. everyone testifys and the 

defense only has some very weak arguments. in the end all are 

found guilty. jake is found guilty of conspiracyto commit assult 

and rape but is only given probation due to the fact that he told 

everyone what happened. Coach Wallrd was givein two life 

sentances without parol and became big bubbas prison bitch- 

 

-along with all the other football players who went to prison- 

 

-in the car where everyone is- 

  

Chris: The bastards got what they deserved. 

 

Levi: i don't feel happy 

 

Lance: Why not? 

 

Levi: it didn't do anything. they just go their punishment. how 

the hell is it supose to make me feel good they are rotting in 

prison? 

 
Lance: I wouldn't know. 

 

Levi: turnt he car around i need to do something 

 

-they stop the car and levi gets out running tot eh court house- 

 



-levi runs up to the court house finding the guilty people going 

into a truck and he runs up to it- 

 

-everyone turns to face him video taping it- 

 

Levi: hey i want to say something to you! all of you! 

 

-they all look at him- 

 

Levi: i just wanted to say you are all good people and i want to 

know what amde you do that to me 

 

Levi: you just ruined your lives because of what you did. no 

more football, no maor seeing your family, your daughter 

chrissy won't have her father any more! 

 

Levi: do you feel acomplished that your familes are losing you 

forever and that you ruined your lives and everyone elses? 

 

Levi: the one person who didn't get effected long term was me 

and was that who you wanted to have evertyhing ruined? do 
you feel happy that making me suffer for a day is equivilate to 

that of spend your life in rpison and eternity in hell?! 

 

-levi stares at them- 

 

Levi: i feel horrible, not for me but for you and your familes. 



everyone that you effected for doing this. 

 

Levi: what do you have to say for yourselves? 

 

-Rock steps forward. Wallard tries to stop them but he ignores 

him- 

 

Rock: I'm sorry. What we did was wrong. We blindly followed 

someone who we thought knew everything and he lead us to our 

downfall. We know you can never forgive us but we apologize 

from the bottom of our hearts. We did something terrible and 

now we're paying the price. 

 

Levi: i forgive you, all of you! what about you, coach? 

 

Wallard: I realize that now I'vemade a grave error and I'm now 

suffering the consequences. You're a good man and I regret my 

actions. Now I'll never see my little girl grow up and not only 

have I done this to myslf but a group of boys who I considred my 

own sons. I've destroyed thier lives. I only hope you can go on 

and live yours. I don't know if you can forgive me. But try to 
forget my face. 

 

Levi: i wish you the best 

 

-levi looks at teh ground and wlaks through the crowds- 

 



-Wallard nods and they are taken away- 

 

inner levi: maybe god can forgive them like i have. cause god 

tells us to forgive all people. 

 

-the crowd is silent as levi walks away- 

 

-levi runs down to the car and gets back in- 

 

Levi: i'm sorry i yelled at you beck 

 

-he has his head in his hands- 

 

Becca; -she's been silent to him all day- It's okay. You were 

hurting. 

 

Levi: i'm sorry i cut myself and said i hated you all -his voice is 

muffled by his ahnds- 

 

Brian; It's alright. Lets just get home. We're all tired. 

 
Inner Twins: 

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

 

Leighanne: why did you do that Levi? 

 

Levi: i can't live with myself thinking that becasue i called 



chrissy a bitch i had this all happen. if only she was good and 

didn't say those things about beck 

 

Becca: I saw her today. And yesterday. 

 

Levi: and? 

 

Becca: She and her mom are going through a rough time. 

 

levi: i want to go up to her and say sorry that her fathers in jail, 

and say sorry i called her those things inf ront of most of the 

school 

 

Becca; She's really hurting from all this. I think she feels sorry. 

She apologized and told me to tell you that she was sorry she did 

those things to you. 

 

Levi: she's troubled, very troubled 

 

-theyr eturn home and levi leaves to go to chirssy's- 

 
-he comes back late that night- 

 

Brian: How'd it go? 

 

Levi: well her mom was a little angry at me, but very surprised i 

would omce up to chrissy and say sorry about ehr dad. chrissy 



forgave me but doesn't want to see me again. i wrote them a 

check and left. 

 

Levi: they need the money 

 

Leighanne: I bet. 

 

-levi sits down on the floor rubbing his foot- 

 

Becca: When i saw them they mentioned something abot takeing 

what little they had left and moveing in with relatives in 

Colorado 

 

Levi: for the ebst i bet. where are the twins? 

 

Leighanne: Lance is takeing care of them. They're in thier room. 

 

-levi goes up the stairs and stadns in the doorway- 

 

Lance; They've been fussing all day. I think they feel more 

comfortalbe when you're around. 
 

Inner Twins: DAMN RIGHT! 

 

-levi walks in and sings another song- 

 

-the twins settle down and are soon sawing logs- 



 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEskpfHOTAk 

 

Levi: why are they so attached to me? they should be mroe 

attached to mom and dad 

 

Lance; Well I think when they opened thier eyes you werethe 

first person they saw. I think they might have imprinted on you. 

 

Levi: i should have stayed outside. my mother's inards aren't 

pretty 

 

-levi sits down on lance's lap- 

 

Lance; Innards aren't ment to be seen anyways. 

 

-levi looks lance in the eye- 

 

Levi: i'm sorry 

 

Levi: so much ahs happened to me and people wonder why i'm 
the one saying sorry 

 

Lance; It's me who should apologize. I should have known you 

wouldn't want to be touched. 

 

Levi: i touched you first. i thoguht i was ready then i freaked 



 

-levi puts his forehead againsts lance's- 

 

-levi closes his eyes holding lance's face- 

 

Levi: i've never felt this way for anyone before and i don't think i 

will again 

 

Lance; Same here. I love you and I always will. 

 

-levi kisses lance moving to straddle his lap. they were on a 

couch inf ront of the tiwn's crib- 

 

-thankfully the twins were asleep- 

 

Lance: Wanna head to a movie tomorrow? 

 

Levi: that sounds good 

 

-Lance smiles and kisses Levi- 

 
Levi: you did pormise me several monthes ago 

 

Lance; That was before we found out my sister was haveing a 

kid. 

 

Levi: technically i already knew when you asked me 



 

Lance: True. 

 

-levi runs his hand down lance's chest- 

 

-Lance hugs Levi around the waist and places his forhead 

against his- 

 

Levi: make love to me lance. i know i'm ready this time 

 

-levi kisses alnce harder this time- 

 

Lance: Not in front of the babies 

 

Levi: well i don't ahve stuff in here either, unless you want to go 

free style 

 

Lance; lets give free style a go. 

 

-levi smiles. he really didn't care if the babies were right there 

he pulls alnce on top of him on the couch, kissing him and 
arching his body against him- 

 

-Lance pulls his shirt off and kisses Levi hard pushing at his 

shirt- 

 

-levi lifts his arms above his head his shirt going to the ground- 



 

-levi pops the button on lance's pants pushing them down over 

his hips- 

 

-Lance takes off Levi's jeans and boxes and takes his pants all 

the way off- 

 

-levi gets on his hands and knees watching lance- 

 

-he slighty was shaking- 

 

lance; You sure you want this? 

 

Levi: extremly 

 

Levi: i trust you 

 

Lance: Remember is at any point you want me to stop just tell 

me. 

 

-levi nods relaxing- 
 

-he gets himself into position and begins to push in- 

 

-levi moans- 

 

-levi reaches up toughing himself- 



 

-Lance goes all the way in and starts thrusting- 

 

Levi: i've been so scared *grunt* i couldn't even touch myself 

for weeks 

 

Lance; Tha had to -pant- seriously -pant- suck.-pant- no wonder -

pant- you wer so tired -pant- all the time -pant- 

 

Levi: i won't be after this 

 

-levi cries out in exstacy moving his ahnd faster- 

 

-Lance speed up- 

 

Levi: right there lance fuck yes! 

 

Lance: so good. 

 

-the babies slightly stir- 

 
-Lance stops for a bit watching them. but they're still sawing 

logs like theres no tomorrow- 

 

Levi: just keep going even if they wake they won't know what 

the hells going on 

 



-he goes back to thrusting and once agin picks up speed- 

 

Levi: OH! 

 

-levi drops his head pnating and moaning louder. he couldn't 

control himself- 

 

-he hasn't done anything for weeks he needs this- 

 

Lance; I'm close baby. 

 

Levi: so am i..... shit 

 

-levi cries out and cums ontot eh couch, not giving a fuck- 

 

-Lance lets out a loud moan and cums- 

 

-levi falls to the couch panting and his eyes shut- 

 

Levi: damn 

 
-Lance flops on top of him kissing his neck- 

 

Levi: uh oh 

 

Levi: that evil glare again 

 



-they looksa dn the babies are staring at them wide eyed- 

 

Inner Twins: DEAR GOD YOU TWO! CAN'TYOU CONTROL YOUR 

HORMONES! OUR EYES OUR VIRGIN EYES! 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGH! 

 

-levi laughs rolling over under lance. he puts his hands around 

his neck and kisses him softly bending his leg up at the knee- 

 

Levi: they won't rememebr this 

 

-fast forward real quick about five years and the twins are 

talking about how they saw big brother and uncle lance naked 

on top of eachother- 

 

-now we go back to the presant- 

 

lance; I sure hope they don't 

 

-levi pushes lance up on his ass- 

 
-levi sits down on his lap grindind there dicks together- 

 

Levi: damn i have alot more energy aftert hat 

 

Levi: i need to catch up 

 



-levi kisses lance hard- 

 

-lance places a hand on the back of Levis head and kisses him 

back- 

 

-levi pushes alnce against the couch grinding more and moving 

his ahnd faster on thier dicks- 

 

-he elans over his panting- 

 

Levi: dman i might just wnat you inside me again 

 

Lance: Not tonight. after this I'm spent. 

 

-levi keeps going. their moaning grows louder and loude. then 

the door opens and everyone lese in the house is there staring at 

them- 

 

Brian: And I thought Becca and Chris were loud. 

 

-levi looks back at them- 
 

levi: come on i'm so close! 

 

Inner Twins: FINALLY! SAVE US! 

 

Leighanne: Please boys try to keep it in the bedroom. 



 

Levi: uhg 

 

-levi grasb his boxers sliding them on, hard on visible- 

 

-levi looks at the twins- 

 

-Lance gets dressed quickly- 

 

Levi:y uo better not mention what happened in ehre okay? 

 

Tyler: -baby noises here- 

 

-levi picks up his clothes cover his hard ona dn walking from the 

room with lance behind him- 

 

Levi: no privacy! 

 

Chris: You're the ones doing it in the nursurey. 

 

-levi goes into the bathroom to finish himself off- 
 

-then he goes to sleep wrapped up in lance's arms- 

 

Levi: lance, one of these days all we are going to do is fuck 

 

Lance; I'm looking forward to that. 



 

-that saturday brian took leighanne and the twins out- 

 

Brian: Wanna come with us? 

 

Chris: No thanks. 

 

Becca: We're good. 

 

Levi: um... we are a little busy. we have our own plans 

 

-levi has lance on his back- 

 

-Chris and Becca are curled up on hte couch- 

 

-levi drags lance upstairs and strips them both beofre................ 

ALL DAY LONG!- 

 

-Becca and Chris mostly just make out.- 

 

-actually more like 100 ways- 
 

-levi comes donw in his boxers- 

 

Levi: i need some whipped cream 

 

-goes intot he kitchen- 



 

Becca: Tmi 

 

-levi goes upt he staris with the thick stuff- 

 

Levi: i got it lance! 

 

-later that evening when Bian and Leighanne get back- 

 

Becca; Leighanne can i ask you something? 

 

Leighanne: ask away 

 

Becca: When you were pregnant did you and Brian ever do it? 

 

-levi and lance are sitting in a chair, alnce on levi, and they have 

the whipped creams till- 

 

-Chris went home- 

 

Levi: i know they did it with the twins, i heard them. 
 

Levi: or i heard something 

 

-levi lciks some whipped cream off of lance's face- 

 

Leighanne: i wish i had all girls. but yes you are able to have sex 



while your pregnate 

 

Becca: Okay. Just wondering. 

 

Levi: your out of luck lady 

 

-levi takes the whipped cream and puts some on his tongue then 

kissing lance- 

 

Leighanne: you are buying more of that mister 

 

-brian walks in- 

 

Brian: oaky kids are............. hold crap son 

 

-levi pulls away- 

 

Levi: come on i saw you run downstaris in your boxers grabbing 

strawbeeries and chocolate and whipped cream then running up 

the strias like you were about to do somethin kinky. NA DI WAS 

RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO YOU TWO! 
 

-Becca looks at Brian and Leighanne before going upstaris to get 

ready for bed. Leighanne just smile and Brian looks 

embarrassed.- 

 

Levi: be glad you weren't home 



 

-levi puts the whipped cream away and takes lance upstairs who 

was just grinning- 

 

Lance; Yummy. 

 

Lance: i hate to say this but you take after your paretns alot 

 

Levi: i'm not responding to that becasue it will ruin the mood 

 

-few weeks later- 

 

-Chris is over for the bazillionth time. he and Becca just finshed 

with fucking like bunnines and he's sitting on the edge of the 

bedgetting his boxers on- 

 

-levi is staring at the ceiling wide eyed- 

 

Becca: Can't belive there's only a month to go. 

 

Chris: Did you find out the sex yet? 
 

Becca; gril 

 

inner levi: why did lance have to leave me? we could ahve 

coverd up the noise 

 



-Lance went out to get milk. just another method of tormenting 

his sister- 

 

Chris; i'm still trying to get my brain around the fact i'm going to 

be a parent soon. 

 

Becca: I'm scared too. 

 

Becca: Do you have to go? 

 

Chris; I've got to get to work. My mom only just got her job back. 

We have a new place and my mom ans sisters will be alright but 

we need to save up for us.  Don't worry I'll be back first thing 

tomorrow. 

 

-time skip to june- 

 

Levi: shcool is out, i'm gonna be a senior 

 

Joey: Fianlly! 

 
Levi: three monthes of otmenting my parents 

 

Justin: any of you guys seen chirs? 

 

Jc; No. 

 



Levi: maybe he's owkring or with beck or something 

 

Lance: Wait. It's june right? What week exactly? 

 

-levi was dacning in the middle of the road- 

 

Levi: oh yeah i got a call from him 

 

Levi: beck went into labor today 

 

-levi stops dead- 

 

Lance: WHAT!? 

 

Levi: BECK'S IN LABOR! 

 

Justin: um.... 

 

Joey; crap. 

 

Levi: into the cars now 
 

Jc: Yay! 

 

-levi gets into his car with lance- 

 

-they all get tot eh hospital wher elevi finds his panrets int eh 



waiting room- 

 

Levi: where is she? 

 

Brian: Labor room 3. Chris is with her. 

 

-levi runs downt he hall dramatically- 

 

Lance: freak 

 

-levi opens the door- 

 

Jc: and they call me mellwo dramatic. 

 

Levi: ello prego 

 

-Becca looks up at them and waves- 

 

Becca; Not for much longer. 

 

Levi: yay do i get to watch this too? 
 

Becca; Chris is already haveing a panic attack. Last thing i need 

is for you to be freaking out too. besides I don't want you seeing 

my ass. 

 

becca: Ow. there's another one. 



 

Levi: come on i'm gay, and i didn't freak out seeing my moms 

inards 

 

-levi holds onto beck's hand- 

 

Becca: fine. fine. sine you're not going to take no for and answer. 

 

-Chris comes back in. he looks white as a sheet- 

 

Levi: i was the one who befriended you. i could be like any other 

stuck up celebrity 

 

Becca; Hey daddy. 

 

Chris: did I miss anything? 

 

Levi: hi fahter dearest. you didn't miss a thing 

 

-exceot levi couldn't feel his hand anymore- 

 
Becca; Ouch. Okay that one hurt. 

 

Levi: your tell me -he is wincing- 

 

Chris: I'll take it from here levi. i should be the one getting my 

hand crushed. -sits next to Becca- 



 

 rb keep writeing 

 

Levi: okay i'll just hold up her leg when the kid comes 

 

back 

 

-levi lets chris take her hand and he shakes it out, sitting in a 

chair. not long later the doc comes in saying she is ready. alnce 

comes in saying he was going to be here, he was the only family 

of her's here- 

 

Levi: you take that leg i'll take this one 

 

Levi: its like a sport. catcht eh baby you win! 

 

Becca; I feel really rediculus. 

 

Inner Chris: I think a bone in my hand broke. 

 

Levi: i'm joking around to make it fun 
 

-Becca smiles weakly- 

 

Levi: if you want i can dress as a clowna nd video tape it! 

 

Becca; Don't even think about it. 



 

Levi: mkay, just asking 

 

-the doc tells her to push- 

 

-Becca pushes gritting her teeth together so she dosen't scream- 

 

Levi: wicked 

 

Lance: are you staring at my sisters privates? 

 

Levi: no.................. not that much. 

 

Becca; just be glad you'll never have to feel this pain. 

 

Levi: come on this is a really cool thing happening. beck is lucky 

to be able to carry children. but i'm thankful i dont 

 

-levi keeps looking- 

 

Doc; keep it up- 
 

-Becca pushes again.- 

 

Levi: whoa is that it? or is that soemthign else 

 

Lance: what else would it be?! 



 

Doc; Okay it's crowning. One more push. 

 

Levi: an octopus or something 

 

-levi continues to watch smiling- 

 

-Becca shoots Levi a death glare- 

 

Levi: love you too beck 

 

Doc; Okay you can stop psushing. We're good. -pulls the baby 

out- 

 

Levi: your giving birth to an IT! 

 

Doc; Congrats. It's a girl. 

 

Levi: good cause i'm only counting four 

 

Levi: four things sticking out of her body, arms and legs and no 
dicky 

 

-levi smiles at beck- 

 

Levi: chris cut the cord 

 



-Becca is to exausted to argue. she flops onto the bed. Chris goes 

over and cuts the cord. the infant is crying- 

 

Levi: waht are you going to name her? 

 

Becca: Emilie. 

 

-levi sits down petting beck's head- 

 

Levi: middle name? 

 

Chris; Laura. 

 

Levi: Emilie Laura Kirkpatrick 

 

Chris: Welcome to the world kid. 

 

Levi: better last name then Bass 

 

Lance: Hey! 

 
-levi smiles going over and hugging him- 

 

Levi: your an uncle! 

 

-Chris lets the doctors clean and wrap up the baby before giving 

it back to Becca and Chris. Chris is crying- 



 

Chris; You tell anyone I cried and...-he dosen't finish his 

sentance- 

 

-the door opens and everyone comes in- 

 

Becca; Hi everyone. 

 

-long time of everyone congragualting and crap. lets jump into 

july, the 4th- 

 

Chris: Ahh pyromaniac day 

 

Levi: ha-ha i have a big one! 

 

-levi picks up a big firwork- 

 

Levi: can i hold it while it goes off? 

 

Brian; Not if you value your life. 

 
-levi puts ti down grabing his sister and taking her over to it- 

 

Levi: look this will probably be the cause of my death sis! 

 

Inner Angelica: Wow you're insane. 

 



-Becca is over at the picnic table with Leighanne. She's holding 

Emilie who is demanding attention- 

 

Levi: hey dad can i light a sprakler in front of her? 

 

Brain: NO! 

 

Levi: you suck 

 

-levi whispers to the baby- 

 

Levi: i won't let anything hurt you, i really mean that 

 

-he kisses her ear- 

 

-levi is in his swim trunks- 

 

-Chris who had gone back into the house to answer the phone 

comes back outside really excited- 

 

Chris: GUYS YOU WON'T BELIVE THIS1 
 

LevI: OMG WHAT CHRIS?! 

 

Chris: THE NOVEL I FINISHED WRITEING A FEW WEEKS AGO? 

IT GOT PUBLISHED! BEST SELLER! MILLIONS OF COPIES 

BEING SOLD EVERYWHERE! 



 

Levi: HOLY SHIT I JUST SWORE IN FRONT OF BABY I AM 

SORRY CONGRATS CHRIS REALLY! 

 

-levi strips angelica and strts dipping her into the pool= 

 

Chris; Fianlly! My mom and sisters will be alright and I can take 

care of my fiance and daughter without haveing to borrow from 

anyone ever again1 

 

Levi: you wren't borrowing i gave it to you! 

 

-Angelica screams when Levi puts her in the water- 

 

Becca; Wait what did you say? 

 

Levi: coem on your brother would suck it up 

 

Chris; Marry me? 

 

-levi stares at them while angelica is half way in the water- 
 

-still screaming her head off- 

 

-Becca bursts into tears and nods. chris hugs her while Emilie 

just looks clueless- 

 



-levi pulls angelica out giving her to his dad- 

 

Levi: wet baby just liek you bought her 

 

Brian; And secraming too. It's okay sweetie. 

 

Levi: well, naked too 

 

-levi grasb tyler and does the same to him but he splashes and 

loves it- 

 

Levi: see your brother is braver than you! 

 

-Emilie starts looking at the water and starts crying. Becca 

picks her up and puts her in. Immediately she stops crying and 

is splahing like tyler-- 

 

Levi: here 

 

-levi gets in the pool taking elvi all over- 

 
Levi: you like water don't you tyler? you were swimming inside 

mommy ya know 

 

-levi gets splashed by him- 

 

-Becca gets fully in the water beging careful to keep Emilie's 



head above it. Emilie looks quite at home- 

 

Levi: come on angelica come play with your twin! 

 

Levi; come in with lance 

 

Becca: I think emilie likes it. Come on Chris the water's fine. 

 

-levi puts some water on tylers head- 

 

-Chris gets in the water next to Becca he leans over and kisses 

emilie's forehead- 

 

-Life continued on for everyone. the twins became quite the duo 

although angelica never entirely got over her fear of water. 

Chris became a famous novelist and Becca was able to continue 

with school and get a law degree. Levi and lance were 

committed a year after Becca and Chris tied the knot. Joey and 

Kelly hooked up and had thier own kid. though this was years 

after they graduated- 

 
-everyone else lived good lives.- 

 

EL FIN! 

 

-levi and lance nded getting married and having twins, one was 

levi's girla dn one was lance's girl- 

-Levi and Lance had twin girls, one being Levi’s biological child
and the other being Lance’s-

THE END!
EL FIN!


